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Find the right
workwear

Functional
Our Functional clothing has been
developed for occupations where
carrying tools is less important
than comfort and having multi-functional workwear. If you work indoors or sit in a vehicle most of the
day, Jobman Functional workwear
is the category where you will find
professional, practical and good
looking clothes that provide some
protection for when you need to
pitch in. Functional is flexible clothing for a professional look all day.

Technical

How many
features and how
much protection
do I need?

Functionality need

Jobman Technical workwear is for
Professionals who carry tools on
the job and who expect their clothes to protect them at work. If you
work both inside and outdoors, if
you need hand and power tools
and if you are likely to get dirty,
Jobman Technical workwear is the
category for you. Our Technical
workwear provides protection and
many smart solutions to help you
carry all the stuff you need. The
clothes are also comfortable and
easily smart enough for the pub
after work.

Activity level

To help you select the right clothing for your work, we have categorized all our products
according to their level of functionality. We have called the levels Functional, Technical and
Advanced. In each category we have optimized the performance of garments, balancing cost
with specification. All this to make it easier for you to choose exactly what you need at work.
What you wear matters. Your clothes protect you of course, but they should also be
comfortable, easy to wear and an effortless extension of the equipment you use throughout
the working day. Every profession has its challenges and requirements. With Jobman
you will find the workwear you need because we consider you the experts. We work with
our customers, all professionals in their field, to listen and learn and then to develop the
workwear to match their requirements and professional pride.
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Jobman’s products are being improved all the time and we therefore
reserve the right to make changes to products while retaining the
same product code. Under the Swedish Copyright Act, the pictures
and text in the catalogue may not be copied or otherwise used without the written permission of Jobman Workwear AB.

welcome

Workwear
for proud
professionals
Workwear made for and by
professionals
Jobman develops and manufactures workwear with
contemporary design of extremely high quality and
performance for professionals of all trades.
Our mission is to provide our wearers with clothes
that meet all their expectations of functionality,
performance and protection while being supremely
comfortable and practical to wear.
Our vision is to make all our customers satisfied and
proud to wear Jobman Workwear every day.

Jobman’s products are sold via
dealers
Our products are sold through a worldwide network of
local dealers. If your dealer does not stock Jobman,
contact us and we will find you a local supplier. You
can find all our dealers listed on our website, www.
jobman.se.

Sizes that really fit, clothes that
work as hard as you and the
most durable fabrics we can
find. This is important because
you spend many hours a day,
year in and year out, in your
workwear.
Developing workwear that is
just what you need, no more,
nor less, takes know-how,
an eye for detail and a lot of
experience.
There are no short-cuts to
expertise. Jobman is all about
feedback and collaboration with
the professionals who wear
our clothes. This is our way to
innovation, new materials and
better workwear for you.

Your contribution
is welcome!
Send us an e-mail or give us a
call:

ISO
9001

Winter Jacket Star 1346 // page 28
Winter Trousers Star 2236 // page 30

ISO
14001

Jobman Workwear AB

Box 2044
194 02 Upplands Väsby
Visiting address: Jupitervägen 2A
194 43 Upplands Väsby, Sweden
Phone + 46 (0) 8 630 29 00
E-mail: info@jobman.se
www.jobman.se
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material

What are our
clothes made of?
Textiles are produced from many different materials,
some natural and others man-made. All have different
uses and purpose when manufacturing fabrics for
workwear.

Today’s technology allows us to develop materials with
designed properties and manufacture workwear that is
lightweight, wear and tear resistant, dirt repellent and
whatever we wish for.

Natural fibers are well known; cotton, silk, wool and a
few more. Man-made, synthetic fibers are often made
from oil derivatives and have names like polyester,
polyamide, Nylon and acrylic.

We have put a lot of effort into developing materials
with just the right composition for our workwear. The
best result often means applying materials with different features to strategic parts of the garments to add
strength or protection while keeping the design comfortable and easy to wear. We go the extra mile to make
Jobman Workwear your first choice and to exceed your
expectations.

All fibers have different properties that often make
them better suited for one purpose than another.
Cotton for example has excellent moisture absorbing
qualities and it can be very soft and nice to wear.
Polyester is crease and fade-resistant, and it does
not shrink. By blending fibers you get the best of both
worlds in the same fabric and thereby get a new functional material.

Bomull

Cotton/Polyamide

Polyamide

Cotton is the most common fiber; soft,
natural and comfortable and easy to wash.
Jobman pre-washed cotton twill is extra
sturdy and durable, it ages beautifully,
retains its properties and just gets more
comfortable by each wash. One advantage
of cotton is that it is relatively resistant to
glow fleas from grinding, although it cannot
replace flame retardant clothing.

The cotton/polyamide blend is a comfortable fabric which is water and dirt repellent
and well suited for clothing intended for
dirty environments. Cotton/polyamide does
not absorb moisture so easily and dries
much faster than pure cotton. The fabric is
comfy to wear and can take a lot of wear
and tear without losing its appearance. This
is a good fabric for workwear in challenging
work environments.

Polyamide is a fabric typically added to
make clothes more abrasion resistant.
Polyamide can take a lot of wear and tear
yet it is a soft and comfortable material
and it does not freeze stiff in cold weather.
Clothes made from polyamide are resistant
and well suited for work both outdoors and
indoors. Dirt and sweat is no problem as
they are easy to wash and quick to dry.

Cavalry twill

Polyester

Star Polyamide

One of the strongest twills ever designed is
cavalry twill, originally designed for military
breeches. Its structure gives the fabric
movement and stretch. Cavalry twill is most
appropriate for trousers and is ideal for
environments where you need a durable
yet flexible fabric. Cavalry twill is recognized for its distinctive diagonal stripe effect.

Many of our winter clothes and soft shell
jackets are made of polyester. It is the most
common fabric after cotton. Polyester clothes are comfortable, they stay soft and
their low absorbency allows them to dry
quickly. The fiber has excellent resilience
and it can be woven, knitted and spun to
fleece. Easy to wash, doesn’t fade and has
a high abrasion resistance too, but polyester cannot be ironed too hot as it is not heat
resistant.

STAR is Jobman’s own development, a
highly very wear and tear resistant fabric
we developed for very challenging environments. It is a modern 100% polyamide,
‘dobby’ weave. Close up you can see the
little geometric star pattern of the dobby
loom. One unique feature of our STAR
Polyamide is that it’s equally resistant to
tear and rip in all directions. The back of
the fabric is ‘peached’ for a soft and comfortable feel on the inside. STAR Polyamide
workwear can be worn all year around in all
kinds of weather, it dries fast and is a good
companion all day.

Keep in mind that cotton absorbs moisture,
and is therefore not always suitable for
working in damp environments.

Polyester/Cotton
Cotton can be blended with polyester in
different combinations to achieve a wide
variety of characteristics. Blending achieves the best of both worlds, the softness
of cotton and the resistance of polyester,
making our cotton/polyester blends very
comfortable and hard wearing. They are
virtually care-free, perfect for workwear, as
they can be washed often with little risk of
fading or creasing. Cotton/polyester blend
clothes keep their shape and are very suitable as profile or uniform clothing.

Star HV polyester
Star Polyester is one of Jobman’s new selfdeveloped strong materials. It is a modern
100% polyester. A dobby weave, meaning
mixed bonds, which give the appearance
of a small star when you look closely. The
unique feature of STAR is that it is equally
strong in all directions which provides a
well-balanced and durable fabric. The back
is lightly brushed, peached, to give a soft
feeling against your skin.

Core
Ring-spun cotton/polyester is a unique quality with the best of two worlds. The technology provides a core thread of polyester
which is enclosed by cotton. Polyester
fabric gives high durability and cotton gives
nice comfort against the skin.
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Specialmaterial
Materials
for
functionality
Reinforcement fabrics

Linings and middle layers

Workwear is worn many hours a day and should be
comfortable as well as protective. To achieve this we
need to combine different fabrics to add functionality
to a design. A nice, soft piece of clothing is trimmed
with reinforcing fabric on critical parts to make it hardwearing. Jobman Workwear protects you all day, inside
and outdoors. Commonly used reinforcement materials
include Cordura®, Kevlar® and FA, a fabric developed
by Jobman.

To keep warm you need to wrap yourself in warm air
under a wind-proof shell material. This is why middle
layers are made from light, porous materials that trap
a lot of air, which in turn is warmed up by body heat.
Examples of such materials are fleece, quilt and pile,
all with great warmth-to-weight ratio.

Coated fabrics
Our winter outdoor wear are made from heavy polyester with a polyurethane coating to make them windproof and water repellent. The coating is not completely water-proof to allow the fabric to breathe, which
keeps you warm and dry all day.

4
Cordura ®

4-way stretch.

Quilt

Cordura® is a polyamide fabric with
high strength and excellent abrasion
resistance. Often used to reinforce
and protect knees and other exposed
parts.

Jobman 4-way stretch is created by
synthetic fibers with exceptional elasticity. It provides extreme comfort, fit
and flexibility and the opportunity for
a tighter fit, without restricting movement. The wear resistance is high and
since the material is elastic it returns
to its original shape and size when it is
no longer stretched.

Quilt is a layered material with polyester filling stitched between two layers
of thin, smooth fabric. It is lightweight
also, even when it is very thick. Quilted
linings are common in workwear for
outdoor use in cold weather. Quilted
workwear is popular since it does not
restrict your comfort; the silky, smooth
surface allowing layers of clothing
underneath to move.

Kevlar ®

Dry-tech™

Pilefoder

Kevlar® is a para-aramid fiber with
extremely high tear and abrasion
resistance.

Dry-tech™ is a man-made fabric which
has wicking properties; it absorbs
moisture and pushes it to the outside,
where it will evaporate in microscopic
particles. Dry-tech™ will keep you
fresh and dry all day. Dry-tech™ will
not fade or shrink and needs no ironing. It can be washed every day and
dries quickly. Dry-tech™ is designed to
be worn next-to-skin.

Pile is a furry lining material suitable
for winter wear. Polyester pile does not
absorb moisture and will dry quickly.
It also holds a lot of air and will keep
you warm.

Next to your skin
Wearing many smart layers will keep you dry and
comfortably warm all day. The layer next to your skin
should be breathable and moisture wicking. The next
layer should be insulating, by trapping warm air close
to your body. When the temperature falls to arctic
levels you need underwear of wool or polypropylene,
and don’t forget the extra pair of socks and a woolen
beanie. Jobman has the clothes for any kind of weather.

FA™

Fleece

FA is Jobman’s own development
to reinforce workwear. It has great
strength and resistance against sharp
objects like nails and tools, a perfect
material to protect you in the workshop
and out on the building site.

Polyester fleece is a very popular
fabric, you find it in sweaters, in linings
and trimmings. It stretches and feels
soft. Its fluffy texture keeps you warm
by trapping air between its fibers.
Fleece is ideal when the weather gets
a little chilly and it is a good lining for
wind proof clothes.
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VISIBILITY CLOTHING

2215

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
Technical

Multi-functional trousers!

Certified i class
2 according to
EN471

Reinforced
pockets, knees
and ankle

VISIBILITY CLOTHING

10

Pre-bent knees
for enhanced
comfort

2215 Craftsman Trousers Hi-Vis
Holster pockets with extra compartments that tuck into inset front pockets.
Back pockets, one with flap. Phone pocket. Leg pocket with phone
compartment. Rule pocket. Hammer loop. Inset kneepad pockets.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN471
Art no: 65221562-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65221562-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65221562-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: C46–62, C148-156, D96-124

Shell Jacket 1263 // page 31
Craftsman Trousers 2215 // page 11

• High-visibility trousers for craftsmen.
• New fit and pre-bent knees for perfect comfort.
• Large reinforced dirt panels on thighs.
• Easy-care polyester/cotton with reinforced stress points.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN471
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VISIBILITY CLOTHING

N EWS!
NYH ET
N EW!

VISIBILITY CLOTHING

N EWS!
2218

NYH ET

functional

Craftsman TROUSERS

N EW!

• High-visibility trousers for craftsmen.
• Durable easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket and ID card holder.
• Kneepads can be adjusted in two positions.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN20471

2222

TECHNICAL

Craftsman trousers
star
• Made with JOBMAN’s new, strong and comfortable STAR
fabric, with a soft brushed inside, and durable and quick
drying properties.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be adjusted in two positions.
• Drawstring in leg ends stops draught.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN20471.
These trousers also come in a women’s version, 2272.

2222 Craftsman Trousers Star Hi-Vis
Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked away into the front pockets. Slanted
backpockets. Hammerloop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with
knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket.
Prebent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable polyamide and adjustable
in two positions. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1
together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked away into the front pockets.
Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra belt loops in largest
sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket,
ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Prebent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets
in durable Cordura® and adjustable in two positions. Reinforced at ankle-cuff
with non-absorbing polyamide. Drawstring at ankle. Certified according to EN
14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943,
9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% STAR polyester 250 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471

Art no: 65221862-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65221862-3199 orange/black
Sizes: C44–62, C146-156, D92-124

Art no: 65222207-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65222207-3199 orange/black
Sizes: C44–62, C146-156, D92-124

2218 Craftsman Trousers Hi-Vis

N EWS!
2299

technical

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Polyamide reinforced holster pockets, back pockets,
rule pocket and kneepad pockets.
• Pre-bent knees for a good fit when working
kneeling down.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 1 according to EN471

2272

TECHNICAL

WOMENS´s Craftsman
trousers star
• Made with JOBMAN’s new, strong and comfortable STAR
fabric, with a soft brushed inside, and durable and quick
drying properties.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be adjusted in two positions.
• Drawstring in leg ends stops draught.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN20471.
These trousers also come in a Men´s version, 2222.

2299 Craftsman Trousers Hi-Vis

2272 Women’s Craftsman Trousers Star Hi-Vis

Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments
and inside reinforcement. Patch front pockets that holster pockets tuck
into. Hammer loop. Back pockets with reinforced lining. Reinforced rule
pocket shifted forwards unattached at bottom edge with knife button.
Leg pocket with phone compartment. Pre-bent knees with knee pockets
in a new hardwearing fabric. Fluorescent fabric and reflective strips on
legs. Certified due to EN471 for high-visibility clothing.
Material: 100% cotton, 370g/m2. Fluorescent fabric in 75% polyester/25% cotton.
High-visibility class: 1 EN471

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked away into the front pockets.
Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra belt loops in largest
sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket,
ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Prebent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets
in durable Cordura® and adjustable in two positions. Reinforced at ankle-cuff
with non-absorbing polyamide. Drawstring at ankle. Certified according to EN
14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943,
9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% STAR polyester 250 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471

Art no: 65229913-6721 navy/yellow
Art no: 65229913-9921 black/yellow
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124

Art no: 65227207-2199 yellow/black
Sizes: Women 34-54

NYH ET
N EW!
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VISIBILITY CLOTHING

N EWS!
NYH ET
N EW!

N EWS!
2211

NYH ET

functional

SERVICE TROUSERS

N EW!

• High-visibility trousers with dirt panels at top front.
• Durable easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket and ID card holder.
• Non-absorbing polyamide at ankle cuff.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN20471

VISIBILITY CLOTHING

2221

technical

service trousers star
• Made with JOBMAN’s new, strong and comfortable STAR
fabric, with a soft brushed inside, and durable and quick
drying properties.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be adjusted in two positions.
• Drawstring in leg ends stops draught.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN20471

2221 Servicebyxa Star Hi-Vis

Spacious front pockets. Slanted back pockets. Open leg pocket with phone
compartment and ID card holder. Leg pocket with flap on right leg. Pre bent
knees. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471

Spacious front pockets. Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra
belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip,
phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Prebent knees for optimal fit.
Knee pockets in durable Cordura® with reflective piping and adjustable in two
positions. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide. Drawstring at
ankle. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% STAR polyester 250 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471

Art no: 65221162-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65221162-3199 orange/black
Sizes: C44–62, C146-156, D92-124

Art no: 65222107-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65222107-3199 orange/black
Sizes: C44–62, C146-156, D92-124

2211 Service Trousers Hi-Vis

N EWS!
2212

functional

SERVICE TROUSERS
• High-visibility trousers with large dirt panels.
• Durable easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket and ID card holder.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 1 according to EN20471

NYH ET
N EW!

2209

technical

SERVICE TROUSERS
• High-visibility trousers with large dirt panels for drivers.
• The reflective strips and the fluorescent fabric are instantly
visible as you climb down from the cab.
• Easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 1 according to EN471

2212 Service Trousers Hi-Vis
Spacious front pockets. Slanted back pockets. Open leg pocket with phone
compartment and ID card holder. Leg pocket with flap on right leg. Pre bent
knees. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 1 EN20471
Art no: 65221262-9921 black/yellow
Art no: 65221262-9931 black/orange
Sizes: C44–62, C146-156, D92-124

2209 Service Trousers Hi-Vis
Inset front pockets. Back pockets, one with flap. Phone pocket. Leg
pocket with phone compartment. Leg pocket with extra compartment.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 1 EN471
Art no: 65220962-6721 navy/yellow
Sizes: C46–62, C148-156, D96-120
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VISIBILITY CLOTHING

2216

7346

technical

technical

PIRATE SHORTS

CRAFTSMAN VEST

• Available in D-sizes.
• New fit and pre-bent knees make for perfect comfort.
• Easy-care polyester/cotton with reinforced stress points.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN471.

• Zip on sides for adjustable width.
• Breast pockets can be released so they fall free,
preventing tools from falling out when bending over.
• Wide belt loops
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN471.

2216 Pirate shorts Hi-Vis
Holster pockets can be tucked away. Back pockets. Phone pocket. Leg pocket
with zip, ID-card holder and phone pocket. Ruler pocket. Hammer loop. Pre-bent
knees with knee pockets.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN471

7346 Craftsman Vest Hi-Vis
Holster pockets in front and back. Big pockets for gloves in front. Breast
pockets with integrated ID-card holder. Zips on sides for adjustable
width. Two hammer loops, left and right. Belt loops.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN471

Art no: 65221662-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65221662-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65221662-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: C46-62, D96-124

Art no: 65734662-2100 yellow
Sizes: M-XXXL

N EWS!
2207

technical

shorts
• Hi-Vis shorts with holster pockets for craftsmen.
• New modern fit.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN20471.

NYH ET
N EW!

3231

technical

DUNGAREES
• Perfect fit with pre bent knees.
• Easy care polyester/cotton with reinforcements at
stress points.
• Kneepads adjustable in two positions.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN20471.

3231 Dungarees Hi-Vis
2207 Craftsman Shorts Hi-Vis
Holster pockets can be tucked away into front pockets. Reinforced back pockets.
Leg pocket with zip, ID-card holder and phone pocket. Ruler pocket. Hammer
loop.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN471
Art no: 65220762-2100 yellow
Art no: 65220762-3100 orange
Sizes: C46–62

Wide, elasticated, snap on braces to distribute the pressure and for enhanced
comfort. Chest pockets with phone pocket, extra pocket and knife pocket. Holster
pockets with extra pockets that can be tucked into the front pockets. Two back
pockets, one with a flap. Phone pocket. Leg pocket with inside phone pocket.
Ruler pocket. Hammer loop. Kneepad pockets on the inside. Certified according
to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads
9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 75% polyester / 25% cotton 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471
Art no: 65323162-2199 yellow/black
Sizes: C46-62, C148-156, D96-120
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VISIBILITY CLOTHING

5585

1100

FUNCTIONAL

t-shirt

N EWS!

• T-shirt in knitted polyester with cotton feel.
• Smooth and soft reflective strips.
• Available from size small to 4XL.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN20471.

NYH ET

functional

t-shirt
• Polyester tricot with cotton feel.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN20471.

N EW!

5585 T-shirt Hi-Vis

1100 T-shirt Hi-Vis

Sewn on smooth and soft reflective strips.
Material: 100% Polyestertricot, 135g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471

T-shirt with knitted polyester and cotton feel with good moisture transport.
Sewn on reflectives.
Material: 100% polyester, 160g/m2
High-Visibility class: 3 EN20471

Art no: 65558568-2100 yellow
Art no: 65558568-3100 orange
Sizes: S–4XL

5584

technical

Art no: 65N0110093-2100 yellow
Sizes: S-3XL

1150

FUNCTIONAL

t-shirt

SWEATSHIRT

• T-shirt in cotton-feel polyester jersey.
• Soft reflective strips.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN20471.

• Ribbed hem and sleeve cuffs.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN20471.

N EWS!
NYH ET
N EW!

5584 T-shirt Hi-Vis

Soft heat pressed reflective strips.
Material: 100% Polyestertricot, 160g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471
Art no: 65558465-2100 yellow
Art no: 65558465-3100 orange
Sizes: S–3XL

1150 Sweatshirt Hi-Vis
Sweatshirt with brushed inside. Ribbed hem and sleeve cuffs. Reflectives on
shoulders for increased visibility.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 300g/m2
High-Visibility class: 3 EN20471
Art no: 65N0115065-2100 yellow
Sizes: S-3XL
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VISIBILITY CLOTHING

5123

5172

FUNCTIONAL

5122

technical

SWEATSHIRT

sweatshirt

• Sweatshirt in polyester/cotton with brushed inside for
great comfort.
• Soft reflective strips that follow the movements of the top.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN20471.

• Sweatshirt in polyester/cotton with brushed inside for
extra comfort.
• Soft reflective strips that follow the movements of the top.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN471.

5123 Sweatshirt Hi-Vis

5122 Sweatshirt Hi-Vis

Chest pocket with zip and ID-card pocket. Straight hem and ribbing in
hem and cuffs. Soft reflective heat pressed strips.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 300 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471

Chest pocket with zip and ID card holder. Straight hem with narrow ribbing
at bottom edge and cuffs. Soft heat pressed reflective strips.
Material: 75% cotton/25% polyester, 300 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN471

Art no: 65512393-2100 yellow
Sizes: S–3XL

Art no: 65512293-3100 orange
Sizes: S–3XL

5156

technical

sweatshirt JACKET

LINED SHIRT

• Brushed polyester tricot for comfort.
• Reflective strips on shoulders visible from above.
• Full length zip and front pockets.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN471.

• A lightly lined shirt in high visibility class 3 that’s comfortable
to work in and easy to take on and off when moving from
one job to the next.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN471.

5172 Sweatshirt Jacket Hi-Vis
Sweatshirt jacket in brushed polyester tricot with full zip. Breast pocket
with loop fir ID-card holder. Front pockets. Rib knitted cuff in arms and
body. Reflective strips for visibility.
Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN471
Art no: 65517266-2100 yellow
Art no: 65517266-3100 orange (Not 4XL)
Sizes: S–4XL

technical

5156 Lined Shirt Hi-Vis
Quilted lining. Snap buttons. Inside phone pocket in right chest pocket.
Extended back.
Material: 50% polyester/50% cotton, 300 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN471
Art no: 65515667-2100 yellow
Art no: 65515667-3100 orange
Sizes: M-XL (Orange M-3XL)
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VISIBILITY CLOTHING

7586

N EWS!

FUNCTIONAL

NYH ET

HIGH-VISIBILITY VEST
• Smooth vest with a tighter fit.
• Handy to keep in car or for visitors.
• Closes with a zip.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN471.

N EW!

1231

TECHNICAL

craftsman jacket
• High-visibility jacket made from hard wearing
polyester/cotton.
• ID card holder and phone pocket on chest.
• Extended in the lower back.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN20471.

1231 Craftsman Jacket Hi-Vis
Smooth visibility vest in Class 2 with zip.
Material: 100% Polyester, 120 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471

Unlined jacket in polyester/cotton with contrast color on the front to hide dirt.
Spacious front pockets with zippers. Chest pocket with integrated ID card holder
and pocket for your phone. Inside pockets on both sides. Zipper with external
storm flap with snaps. Adjustable waist and cuffs. Extended in the lower back.
Material: 75% polyester / 25% cotton, 260/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471

Art no: 65758664-2100 yellow
Art no: 65758664-3100 orange
Sizes: S/M–L/XL

Art no: 65123162-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65123162-3199 orange/black
Sizes: S–XXL

7586 High-Visibility Vest

7598

advanced

1251

technical

HIGH-VISIBILITY VEST

SERVICE jacket

• Advanced high quality vest.
• The sleeves mean the vest can be made shorter and
tighter, making it more comfortable to wear.
• The sleeves have Velcro making vest possible to wear
over the jacket.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN20471.

• High-visibility jacket made from hard wearing
polyester/cotton.
• Fluorescent fabric where it’s most visible and large dirt
resistant panels on front and cuffs where dirt collects.
• Reflective strips across shoulders also visible from above.
• Radio holder on chest.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN471.

1251 Service Jacket Hi-Vis
7598 High-Visibility Vest
Phone pocket, ID card pocket and walkie-talkie holder.
Material: 100% polyester, 120 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471
Art no: 65759864-2100 yellow
Art no: 65759864-3100 orange
Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL/3XL

Chest pockets with zips and phone pocket. Inset front pockets. Inner pockets
with phone pocket and extra compartments. Adjustable waistband and sleeves.
Extended back.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN471
Art no: 65125162-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65125162-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65125162-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S–4XL
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1241

1278

FUNCTIONAL

fleece JACKET

N EWS!

• Polyester lining works windproof and makes the jacket
easy to take on and off.
• Large dirt surface on the front.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN 20471

FUNCTIONAL

softshell jacket
• Water-repellent softshell.
• Windproof membrane.
• Warming fleece inside.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN 20471

NYH ET
N EW!

1241 Fleece Jacket Hi-Vis

1243

technical

High visibility jacket class 3 according to new ISO EN20471. Fleece with reinforcement
on the front and sleeves. Polyester lining makes the jacket easy to take on and off and it
also works windproof. Chest pocket with ID card slot. Inside pockets. Roomy front pockets. Reflective strips on the shoulders increases visibility from above. Adjustable waist.
Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471

Water-repellent soft shell with windproof membrane. Chest pocket with ID card
holder. Spacious front pockets. Inside pockets. Adjustable waist and cuffs.
Material: 100% polyester, 265g/m2 with fleece inside.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471

Art no: 65124169-2199 yellow/black
Sizes: S-3XL

Art no: 65127855-2100 yellow
Sizes: S–3XL

1278 Softshell Jacket Hi-Vis

1243

ADVANCED

fleece JACKET

SOFTSHELL JACKet

• Works perfectly as layer 2 under a protective shell jacket.
• Polyester lining makes it easier to take on and off.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN471

• Figure-hugging High-visibility jacket.
• Exclusive water-repellent soft shell with a membrane that
makes it extremely breathable.
• The fabric’s stretch and soft reflective strips make for ease
of movement and efficient
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN471

1243 Fleece Jacket Hi-Vis

1243 Softshell Jacket Hi-Vis

Thin lining in 100% polyester. Pockets with zip. Chest pocket with phone pocket and
pen compartments. Zip extends to top of collar. Inner pockets with phone pocket, pen
compartment and zip.
Material: Anti-pill treated 100% polyester/polar fleece,270 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN471
Art no: 65124369-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S-3XL

Figure-hugging jacket with stretch for freedom of movement. Waterrepellent soft shell
with a breathable membrane. Chest pockets with zips and phone pocket. Inner pockets
and front pockets. Adjustable hem and cuffs.
Material: 86% polyester/14% elastane, 270 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN471
Art no: 65124355-2167 yellow/navy
Sizes: S-3XL
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1359

PILOT jacket
funCtional

A visible pilot jacket!
Warming pile
lining in collar

Chest and
sleeve pocket
with zip

VISIBILITY CLOTHING winter

26

Quilt lining in
jacket improves
movement

1359 Pilot Jacket Hi-Vis
Pilot jacket made from durable water repellent polyester with smooth
quilted lining. Warming pile lining in collar. Breast pockets and sleeve
pocket with zip and front pockets. Inside pocket with compartments for
mobile. D-ring for ID card holder.
Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471
Art no: 65135939-2100 yellow
Art no: 65135939-3100 orange
Sizes: S–4XL

Winter Jacket Star 1346 // page 28
Winter Trousers Star 2236 // page 30

Certified in
Class 3 according
to EN20471

Available in
sizes up to 4XL

• Quilted lining in jacket increases agility.
• Chest and sleeve pocket with zip.
• ID card slot in chest pocket.
• Available in sizes up to 4XL.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN20471.
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1346

N EWS!
NYH ET

1236

technical

N EWS!

WINTER JACKET STAR
• Hardwearing STAR polyester.
• Windproof and water repellant.
• Quilt lining for flexibility and comfort.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN20471.

NYH ET

N EW!

technical

• Hardwearing STAR polyester.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Foldable quilted hood in the collar.
• Quilt lining for flexibility and comfort.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN20471.

1236 Winter Parkas Star Hi-Vis

Quilt-lined lightweight jacket made from durable and water repellent 100% STAR
polyester. The inside of the collar is lined with soft, fleece fur lining. Chest pocket
with ID card pouch. Inside pockets have zipper and a phone pocket. Large front
pockets. Comfort cuff and waist adjustable.
Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250g/m2. Reinforced with polyamide.
High-Visibility class: 3 EN20471

Quilt-lined lightweight parka made from durable, water repellant 100% STAR
polyester. Concealed quilted hood in the collar. Inside of collar is lined with soft
fleece-fur lining. Chest pockets with ID card pouch. Inside pockets with zipper
and phone pocket. Large front pockets. Adjustable waist, hem and comfortable
cuff.
Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250g/m2. Reinforced with polyamide.
High-Visibility class: 3 EN20471

Art no: 65134607-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65134607-3199 orange/black
Sizes: XS-3XL

Art no: 65123607-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65123607-3199 orange/black
Sizes: XS-3XL

1255

technical

Winter jacket

Winter jacket

• A really warm high-visibility jacket.
• Fluorescent fabric where it’s most visible and large dirt
resistant panels on front and cuffs where dirt collects.
• Reflective strips on shoulders, clearly visible from above.
• Removable hood.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN471.

• Quilted lining for ease of movement and comfort.
• Fluorescent fabric where it’s most visible and large dirt
resistant panels on front and cuffs where dirt collects.
• Reflective strips on shoulders, clearly visible from above.
• Removable hood.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN471.

1253 Winter Jacet Hi-Vis

Winter parka STAR

N EW!

1346 Winter Jacket Star Hi-Vis

1253

TECHNICAL

1253 Winter Jacket Hi-Vis

Pile lining on body and collar. Quilt lined sleeves. Detachable hood with several settings. Extended back. Inset front pockets. Zipped chest pockets. Inner
pockets with phone pocket. Zipped sleeve pocket. Zip up to top of collar with
double storm flap.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN471

Quilt lining. Detachable hood with several settings. Extended back. Inset front
pockets. Zipped chest pockets. Inner pockets with phone pocket. Zipped sleeve
pocket. Zip up to top of collar with double storm flap.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN471

Art no: 65125362-2199 yellow/black
Sizes: S–4XL

Art no: 65125562-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S–4XL
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N EWS!
NYH ET
N EW!

2236

technical

WINTER TROUSERS STAR
• Hardwearing STAR polyester.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Quilt lining for flexibility and comfort.
• Knee pads can be fitted at two heights.
• Certified in Class 2 according to EN20471.

1263

SHELL JACKET
advanced

Shell jacket for all weathers!
High breathability
(5,000 Mvp) perfect
for layering.

2236 Winter Trousers Star Hi-Vis
Quilt-lined, lightweight trousers made from durable, water repellent 100% STAR
polyester. Adjustable waist. Extended back prevents cold drafts. Spacious front
pockets. Reinforced back pockets. Leg pocket with ID card compartment and
phone compartment. Ruler pocket with knife compartment. Pre-bent knees with
knee pockets where knee pads can be positioned at two heights. Adjustable
ankle cuffs prevent cold drafts.
Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250g/m2
High-Visibility class: 2 EN20471

The seams
are taped and
the zips are
watertight

Reflective strips
on shoulders
visible from
above

Class 3 High
visibility Shell
Jacket

Art no: 65223607-2199 yellow/black (Not C44, D92)
Art no: 65223607-3199 orange/black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124

2214

Perfect shell
for layering
principle
(layer 3)
technical

WINTER TROUSERS
• Quilt-lined high-visibility trousers.
• Leg zips make them easier to put on and take off.
• Large fluorescent areas for top visibility with dirt panels and
reflective strips at hem.
• Certified in Class 2 according to EN471.

1263 Shell Jacket Hi-Vis
(Layer 3) Functional jacket in 100% polyester with PU-coated inside, taped seams and a mesh
lining. The fabric is waterproof with high breathability. Zipped ventilation openings in side. Double
inner pockets, right pocket with zip and extra compartment for phone, left A5 size. Zip extends
to top of collar with double storm flap and snap fasteners. Chest pocket with waterproof zip and
D-ring for ID card holder. Inset front pockets with zip and microfleece lining. Adjustable cuffs and
drawstring hem. Detachable/tear-off adjustable hood with front drawstring. Water column: 6,500
mm. Breathability: 5000 Mvp.
Material: 100% polyester, 220g/m2 with PU-coating.Varselklass: 3 EN471

2214 Winter Trousers Hi-Vis
Quilted lining. Elasticated back. Higher back to protect against draughts.
Inset front pockets. Leg pocket with phone pocket and flap. Rule pocket.
Back pockets, right with flap. Leg zips. Internal knee pockets.
Material: 75% polyester/25% cotton, 260 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN471
Art no: 65221462-2167 yellow/navy (XL-3XL)
Art no: 65221462-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S–XXXL

Art no: 65126341-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65126341-2199 yellow/black
Art no: 65126341-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S-3XL

• High breathability (5,000 Mvp) perfect for layering.
• The fabric is virtually watertight, as demonstrated by
its ability to withstand a water column of 6,500 mm.
• The seams are taped and the zips are watertight to
stop the rain getting in.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN471.
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1565

technical

RAINCOAT
• Hardwearing High-visibility raincoat.
• Also certified under the EU standard EN343, which
means that it is approved under the EU’s rules for
protection against rain.
• Sewn and welded seams.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN20471.

rainwear
Hi-vis

32

1566

technical

1565 Raincoat Hi-Vis
100 cm long in Large. Hood with cord. Adjustable sleeves. Sewn and welded
seams. Certified according to EN343.
Material: Polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471
Art no: 65156558-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65156558-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S–XXL

2546

technical

RAINCOAT

RAIN TROUSERS

• Hardwearing High-visibility raincoat.
• Also certified under the EU standard EN343, which
means that it is approved under the EU’s rules for
protection against rain.
• Sewn and welded seams.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN20471.

• Hardwearing High-visibility rain trousers.
• Also certified under the EU standard EN343,
which means that it is approved under the EU’s
rules for protection against rain.
• Sewn and welded seams.
• Certified in Class 2 according to EN20471.

1566 Raincoat Hi-Vis

2546 Rain Trousers Hi-Vis

80 cm long in Large. Hood with cord. Large front pockets. Adjustable sleeves
and waist. Sewn and welded seams. Certified according to EN343.
Material: Polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471

Elasticated with drawstring at the waist. Adjustable legs. Sewn and welded seams.
Certified according to EN343 for rainwear.
Material: Polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471

Art no: 65156658-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65156658-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S–XXL

Art no: 65254658-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65254658-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S–XXL
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2191

craftsman trousers stretch
Advanced

N EWS!

Craftsman trousers with
stretch
T
E
H
Y
N
N EW!

Spacious holster
pockets with
reinforcements

Partly hanging
back pockets gives
easier access to
content.

Crotch is reinforced
with stretch Cordura®

Leg pocket with zip,
phone compartment
and ID card pouch

Mesh at back of
knees for ventilation
Pre bent knees with
knee pockets in stretch
Cordura®

Kneepads can
be fitted in
two positions

Reflective
piping and
drawstring

2191 Craftsman Trousers Stretch

CRAFTS

34

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Back pockets with loose
edge improves seat comfort. Hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket
with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket.
Pre-bent knees for optimal fit. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. Knee pockets in
durable stretch Cordura® with reflective piping and adjustable in two positions. Reinforced
at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle.
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s
kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 91% polyamide / 9% elastane, 210g/m2.
Reinforcements in polyamide och Cordura®.
Art no: 65219118-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65219118-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124
(Available in stock june 2017)

Flex Jacket 5162 // page 90
Craftsman Trousers Stretch 2191 // page 35

4

4-way stretch in the entire trousers improves agility and comfort.
Rip stop fabric increases wear
and tear.

Knee pads can be adjusted
in two heights for maximum
function and fit
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2181

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS core
Advanced

Hard wearing & comfortable
craftsman trousers
Snap-link

Leg pocket
with zip and
ID card pouch

Reinforced kneepockets with
Kevlar®/Cordura®

Prebent knees
for comfort

Kneepads can
be fitted in
two positions

Reflective
piping and
drawstring

2181 Craftsman Trousers Core

• Kevlar®/Cordura® reinforced
kneepad pockets.

Ring-spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with strength from polyester and comfort from cotton.
Reinforced holster pockets tuck into front pockets with extra compartments and tool band.
Phone pocket and snap-link in front. Extra wide belt loops. Reinforced back pockets. Ruler
pocket with knife button. Left leg pocket with zip, ID card pocket, phone compartment and
tool compartment. Prebent legs with durable knee pockets in Kevlar/Cordura. Reinforced
at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle.
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s
kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.

T-shirt WORK // page 112
Craftsman Trousers CORE 2181 // page 37

Material: CORE 55% cotton/45% polyester, 305g/m2.
Art no: 65218119-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65218119-9900 black
Art no: 65218119-6799 navy/black
Sizes: navy/black
C46-62, C146-156, D92-124
dark grey/black
C44-62, C146-156, D92-124
black 		
C42-62, C146-156, D84-124

• Prebent knees for comfort
• Kneepads can be fitted in two
positions.

Kevlar® is a para-aramid fiber
with extremely high tear and
abrasion resistance.
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7381

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN VEST CORE
• Ring spun cotton/ polyester is a quality with strength of
polyester and comfort of cotton, which gives superb
durability and superb comfort.
• Mobile pocket and ID card pocket on chest.
• Polyamide reinforced pockets.
• Expandable at sides to adjust size.

7381 Craftsman Vest Core
Ring-spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with strength from polyester and comfort from cotton. Chest pockets with ID card pocket, knife button and glove
compartments. Expandable at sides to adjust width. Reinforced holster pockets.
Spacious front pockets. Hammer loop on both sides. Reinforced back pockets.
Material: 55% cotton/45% polyester, 305g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements
Art no: 65738119-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65738119-9999 black
Sizes: S-3XL

2922

technical

2822

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN trousers core

CRAFTSMAN trousers STAR

• Ring spun cotton/polyester is a fiber with the durability
of polyester and the comfort of cotton.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.
• Drawstring in leg ends stops draught.

• Made with JOBMAN’s new, strong and comfortable STAR fabric,
with a soft brushed inside, and durable and quick drying properties.
• Holster pockets.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be adjusted in two positions.

2922 Craftsman Trousers Core

2822 Craftsman Trousers Star

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes.
Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zipper, phone pocket, ID-card
pocket and extra pocket. Pre bent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable Cordura® with reflective piping. Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.
Reinforced with non-absorbing polyamide with Reflective piping and drawstring
at ankle. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 55% cotton/45% polyester 305 g/m2.

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Backpockets with
reinforced inside. Hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket
with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra
pocket. Pre-bent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable Cordura® with
reflective piping and adjustable in two positions. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with
non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle. Certified
according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s
kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% STAR polyamid 250 g/m2.

Art no: 65292219-6799 Navy/black
Art no: 65292219-9899 Dark grey/black
Art no: 65292219-9999 Black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124

Art no: 65282207-6700 navy blue
Art no: 65282207-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65282207-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124

Durable knee
pad pockets in
Cordura®
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2732

technical

craftsman trousers
cotton
• Durable cotton, specially developed for Jobman.
• Lighter quality brings cooler working environment.
• Reinforced details, such as back pockets and ruler pocket.
• Knee pads are adjustable in two height levels.
• Drawstring at the ankles prevents cold drafts.

2732 Craftsman Trousers Cotton
Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked away into the front pockets.
Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra belt loops in largest
sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card
pocket and extra pocket. Prebent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable
Cordura® with reflective piping and adjustable in two positions. Reinforced at
ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at
ankle. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m2.
Art no: 65273211-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65273211-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65273211-9999 black (Also available in D88)
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124

2200

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
cotton
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Polyamide-reinforced holster pockets, back pockets, rule
pocket and kneepad pockets.
• Kneepads can be fitted at two different heights.
• Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2
Level 1 together with kneepad 9943, 9944 and 9945
These trousers also come in a women’s version, 2201.

2200 Craftsman Trousers Cotton
Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments and
inside reinforcement. Patch front pockets that holster pockets tuck into. Hammer
loop. Back pockets with reinforced lining. Reinforced rule pocket shifted forwards
unattached at bottom edge with knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Crotch gusset for extra durability. Pre-bent knees with knee pockets in
a hardwearing fabric. Kneepads can be fitted at two different levels. Certified
according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with kneepad
9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% cotton, 370g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

Hoodie 5152 // page 85
Craftsman Trousers 2200 // page 41

Art no: 65220013-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65220013-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65220013-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 (Black D84)
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2199

2992

TECHNICAL

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
cotton

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
denim

• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Triple stitched seams for even greater durability.
• Polyamide-reinforced holster pockets, back pockets,
rule pocket and kneepad pockets.
• Pre-bent knees for a good fit when working kneeling down.

• Skön, slitstark och färgsäker bomull/polyester.
• Förstärkta hölsterfickor.
• Benficka med blixtlås och ID-kortsfack.
• Knäskydden kan justeras i två höjder.
• Reflex fram och bak på benen.

2199 Craftsman Trousers Cotton

Trousers made from comfortable and hard-wearing denim. Reinforced holster
pockets that tuck away into spacious front pockets. Reinforced back pockets.
Hammer loop and ruler pocket on right leg. Pocket on left leg with zip and ID-card
slot. Prebent knees for optimized fit. Knee pockets with reflective piping and
two height levels for kneepads. Drawstring at leg ending prevents cold drafts.
Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with
Jobman kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 59% cotton/41% polyester, 380g/m2.
Reinforced with polyamide and Cordura®

2992 Craftsman Trousers Denim
Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments and
inside reinforcement. Patch front pockets that holster pockets tuck into. Hammer
loop. Back pockets with reinforced lining. Reinforced rule pocket shifted forwards
unattached at bottom edge with knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Pre-bent knees with knee pockets in a new hardwearing fabric
Material: 100% cotton, 380g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.
Art no: 65219913-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65219913-9799 graphite/black
Art no: 65219913-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124

2180

ADVANCED

Art no: 65299225-6900 navy denim
Art no: 65299225-9900 black denim
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124

2299

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
cotton

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
hi-vis

• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Reinforced details including holster pockets, back pockets,
rule pocket and hems.
• Pre-bent knees for a good fit when working kneeling down.
• Drawstring hems to prevent draughts.
• Reflective piping at hem.
• Pocket for first aid dressing.

• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Polyamide-reinforced holster pockets, back pockets, rule
pocket and kneepad pockets.
• Pre-bent knees for a good fit when working kneeling down.
• EN471 certified for high-visibility clothing.
• Certified in Class 1 according to EN471.

2299 Craftsman Trousers Hi-Vis
Extra wide belt loops. Reinforced back pockets. Pocket for first aid dressing or
chalk line. Reinforced holster pockets with extra compartments and tool band.
Hip pocket for phone. Rule pocket adapted for all new knives. Left leg pocket has
a reinforced pliers pocket plus a phone pocket and tool compartment. Pre-bent
knees with tough knee pockets. Reinforced leg ends in non-moisture absorbent
polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle.
Material: 100% cotton, 360g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments and
reinforced inside. Patch front pockets that holster pockets tuck into. Hammer
loop. Back pockets with reinforced lining. Reinforced rule pocket shifted forwards unattached at bottom edge with knife button. Leg pocket with phone
compartment. Pre-bent knees with knee pockets in a new hardwearing fabric.
Fluorescent fabric and reflective strips on legs. Certified due to EN471 for highvisibility clothing.
Material: 100% cotton, 380g/m2. Fluorescent fabric in: 75% polyester/25% cotton.
High-visibility class: 1 EN471

Art no: 65218013-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65218013-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124

Art no: 65229913-6721 navy/yellow
Art no: 65229913-9921 black/yellow
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124

2180 Craftsman Trousers Cotton
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CRAFTS

CRAFTS

2912

2396

FUNCTIONAL

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
canvas

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
• Hardwearing easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Reinforced holster pockets, inset front pockets and back
pockets.
• External reinforced kneepad pockets.
• Perfect for industrial work, property maintenance or fitters.

• Polyester/cotton canvas can be washed in 85° C without
fading or shrinking.
• Leg pocket with flap over zipper minimises risk of ripping.
• Holster pockets.
• Pre bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads are fitted in two positions.

2912 Craftsman Trousers Canvas
Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Rubber button to
minimize ripping. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra belt
loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zipper,
phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre bent knees for optimal fit.
Knee pockets in durable polyamide with reflective piping, kneepads can be fitted
in two positions. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1
together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton Canvas 260 g/m2.

2396 Craftsman Trousers
Holster pockets with extra compartments. Inset front pockets. Inset back pockets.
Leg pocket with extra compartment. Rule pocket with knife compartment. Leg
pocket with flap and phone compartment. External knee pockets.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2.

Art no: 65291208-6700 Navy
Art no: 65291208-9800 Dark grey
Art no: 65291208-9900 Black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124

Art no: 65239623-6700 navy
Art no: 65239623-9700 graphite
Art no: 65239623-9900 black		
Sizes: C44–62, C146–154, D92–116

N EWS!
2432

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
• Durable and easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Comfortable, easy-wear stretch-function fabric.
• Pre-bent knees enhance comfort.
• Knee pads can be fitted at two heights.
• Can be washed at 85°C.

NYH ET
N EW!

2812

FUNCTIONAL

CRAFTSMAN TROUSERS
fast dry
• Fast Dry Polyamide. Soft, comfortable and quick drying
material with high durability.
• Holster pockets
• Pre bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads are adjustable in two positions.

2432 Craftsman Trousers

2812 Craftsman Trousers Fast Dry

Trousers in durable, easy-care polyester/cotton with stretch function. Spacious
holster pockets with extra compartments and reinforced inside. Slanted front
pockets, where the holster pockets can be tucked away, and back pockets.
Reinforced ruler pocket, unattached at bottom, and knife button. Leg pocket
with phone compartment. Pre-bent knees with knee pockets where kneepads
can be positioned at two heights. Can be washed at 85°C. Certified according
to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads
9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 250g/m2

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Rubberbutton to
minimize ripping. Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra belt
loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knifebutton. Leg pocket with zip, phone
pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre bent knees for optimal fit. Knee
pockets in durable polyamide with reflective piping and adjustable in two positions. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945,
Material: 100% polyamide 200 g/m2.

Art no: 65243105-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65243105-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-120

Art no: 65281206-6799 Navy/black
Art no: 65281206-9899 Dark grey/black
Art no: 65281206-9999 Black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124
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CRAFTS

CRAFTSMAN SHORTS

2281

ADVANCED

PIRATE SHORTS CORE
Available in
D-sizes!

• Ring spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with strength of
polyester and comfort of cotton, which gives superb
durability and comfort.
• Kevlar/Cordura reinforced kneepad pockets.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.
• Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2
Level 1 together with kneepad 9943.

2281 Craftsman Pirate Shorts Core
Ring-spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with strength from polyester and comfort
from cotton. Reinforced holster pockets tuck into front pockets with extra compartments and tool band. Phone pocket and snap-link in front. Extra wide belt
loops. Reinforced back pockets. Ruler pocket with knife button. Left leg pocket
with zip, ID card pocket, phone compartment and tool compartment. Prebent
legs with durable knee pockets in Kevlar®/Cordura ®. Reflective piping above
knees. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together
with kneepad 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: CORE 55% cotton/45% polyester, 305g/m2.
Art no: 65228119-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65228119-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, D92-120

2290

TECHNICAL

PIRATE SHORTS
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Polyamide-reinforced holster pockets, back
pockets, rule pocket and kneepad pockets.
• Kneepads can be fitted at two different heights.
• Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
Type 2 Level 1 together with kneepad 9943, 9944
and 9945

2290 Craftsman Pirate Shorts Cotton
Phone pocket on hip. Spacious holster pockets with extra pockets and reinforced inside. Holster pocket can be tucked away. Hammer loop. Back pockets
reinforced inside. Ruler pocket loose at the end for better comfort. Knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Gusset in crotch. Prebent legs with
kneepockets. Knee pockets with two heights for kneepads. Certified according
to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with kneepad 9943, 9944
and 9945.
Material: 100% cotton, 370g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

Flanell shirt 5138 // page 102
Belt 9283 // page 135
Pirate Shorts Core 2281 // page 47

Art no: 65229013-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65229013-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65229013-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, D92-120

Available in
D-sizes!
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CRAFTS

2733

N EWS!
NYH ET

2932

TECHNICAL

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN SHORTS

CRAFTSMAN SHORTS CORE

• Durable cotton, specially developed for Jobman.
• Lighter quality brings cooler working environment.
• Reinforced details, such as back pockets and ruler pocket.

• Ring spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with the durability of
polyester and the comfort of cotton.
• A light and breathable material for good ventilation.
• Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front
pockets.

N EW!

2733 Craftsman Shorts Cotton

2932 Craftsman Shorts Core

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked away into the front pockets.
Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra belt loops in largest
sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card
pocket and extra pocket.
Material: 100% cotton, 300g/m2. Reinforcements in polyamide.

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Back pockets
with reinforced inside. Extra belt loops on largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife
button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket.
Material: 55% cotton/45% polyester 305 g/m2.
Art no: 65293219-6799 Navy/black
Art no: 65293219-9899 Dark grey/black
Art no: 65293219-9999 Black
Sizes: C44-62

Art no: 65273311-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65273311-9999 black
Sizes: C46-62

2193

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN SHORTS
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Triple stitched leg seams for even greater durability.
• Reinforced details including holster pockets, back
pockets and rule pocket.

2193 Craftsman Shorts Cotton
Shorts with holster pockets that tuck into the front pockets. Adjustable hammer
loop. Inset back pockets. Front D-ring. Right leg pocket with rule pocket and knife
loop. Bellowed cargo pocket on left leg with space for a mobile phone and an A5
pad. Hip pocket for phone.
Material: 100% cotton, 370g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.
Art no: 65219313-6799 navy/black
Sizes: C46-62

WORK T-shirt 652264020 // page 99
Belt 9283 // page 135
Craftsman shorts 2932 // page 49
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CRAFTS

Kneepads

3631

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN DUNGAREES
CORE
• Ring spun cotton/ polyester is a fabric with strength of
polyester and comfort of cotton, which gives superb
durability and superb comfort.
• Mobile pocket and ID card pocket on chest.
• Polyamide reinforced pockets.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.

9943
3631 Craftsman Dungarees Core
Ring-spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with strength from polyester and comfort
from cotton. Adjustable braces with elastic features. Mobile pocket and ID card
pocket on chest. Reinforced holster pockets. Spacious front pockets. Leg pocket
with zip and ID card pouch. Reinforced back pockets. Ruler pocket with knife
button. Knee pockets with two heights for kneepads. Certified according to EN
14404: 2004 + A1: 2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943,
9944 and 9945.
Material: CORE 55% cotton/45% polyester, 305g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

FUNCTIONAL

9944

technical

KNEEPADS

KNEEPADS

9943 Kneepads

9944 Kneepads

EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) towards knee for best shock absorption. Tougher
exterior for increased durability and lifetime. Pre bent for improved fit and
comfort. Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010, Type 2, Level 1,
together with most Jobman trousers.
Material: 100% EVA, Ethylene Vinyl Acetate.

EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) towards knee for best shock absorption. Tougher
exterior for increased durability and lifetime. Pre bent for improved fit and
comfort. Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010, Type 2, Level 1,
together with most Jobman trousers.
Material: 100% EVA, Ethylene Vinyl Acetate.

Art no: 65994384-3099 orange/black

Art no: 65994484-9799 graphite/black

Art no: 65363119-6700 navy
Art no: 65363119-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65363119-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C148-156, D96-120

1139

TECHNICAL

CRAFTSMAN JACKET
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• ID card holder and phone pocket on chest.
• Prolonged back.

9945

1139 Craftsman Jacket Cotton
Jacket in cotton with contrasts on sides and part ocf sleeve. Phone pocket.
Chest pockets with ID card holder and phone pocket. Front pockets and inner
pockets. Adjustable waistband and sleeves. Zip with storm flap extending to top
of collar. Prolonged back.
Material: 100% cotton, 370g/m2.
Art no: 65113913-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65113913-9998 black/dark grey
Sizes: S–XXXL

advanced

9947

advanced

KNEEPADS

KNEEPADS

9945 Kneepads

9947 Kneepads

EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) towards knee for best shock absorption. Tougher
exterior for increased durability and lifetime. Pre bent for improved fit and
comfort. Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010, Type 2, Level 1,
together with Jobman trousers
Material: 100% EVA/Rubber+PE, Ethylene Vinyl Acetate.

Superior comfort level for all day. Patented leaf spring technology spreads
weight. Unique cushioning reduces both knee and back pain. 100% recovery
to original shape.
Material: 100% TPE, Thermo Plastic Elastomer.

Art no: 65994584-1099 white/black

Art no: 65994784-3098 orange/dark grey
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FLOORLAYERS

FLOORLAYERS

2697

N EWS!
NYH ET
N EW!

2637

ADVANCED

TECHNICAL

FLOORLAYERS TROUSERS

FLOORLAYERS TROUSERS

• Revolutionary floorlayers trousers with unprecedented
   durability and unique ergonomic features.
• Cotton / polyester cavalry twill which provides durability
   and flexibility.
• Adjustable velcro adjusts leg width around the calf,
   so that the knee pads are fixed as firmly as possible.
• Reinforcement on thighs with FA material.
• Knee pockets of Kevlar / polyamide where kneepads cann
be adjusted in two height levels.
• Mesh at back of knees for ventilation.

• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Reinforced details including holster pockets and back
pockets.
• Pre-bent knees make for a good fit even for work when
kneeling.
• Knife pocket on the thigh and large kneepad pockets
equip floorlayers to work efficiently and safely.

2697 Floorlayers Trousers
Reinforced holster pockets tuck into front pockets with extra compartments
and tool band. Reinforced back pockets. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with
knife button. Left leg pocket with zip, ID card pocket, phone compartment and
tool compartment. Thigh pocket for floor layers’ knives. Reinforment on thighs.
Prebent knees with durable knee pockets in Kevlar/Cordura. Knee pads can be
adjusted in two heights. Adjustable velcro adjusts leg width around the calf, so
that the knee pads are fixed as firmly as possible. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with
non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle. Certified
according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s
kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 60% cotton/40% polyester 280 g/m2

2637 Floorlayers Trousers Cotton
Phone pocket. Holster pockets with extra compartments. Inset front pockets
and back pockets. Hammer loop and rule pocket. Thigh pocket for floor layers’
knives. Leg pocket with inside phone pocket and ID card holder. Pre-bent knees
with polyamide knee pockets for floor layer’s kneepads.
Material: 100% cotton, 370g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

Art no: 65269718-9899 dark grey/black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-120

2359

TECHNICAL

Art no: 65263713-9899 dark grey/black
Sizes: C42, C46–60, C146–156, D92–120

2361

TECHNICAL

FLOORLAYERS TROUSERS

Pirate SHORTS

• Easy-care polyester/cotton with polyamide reinforcements.
• Reinforced details including holster pockets, back pockets,
rule pocket.
• Pre-bent knees make for a good fit even for work when
kneeling.
• Knife pocket on the thigh and large kneepad pockets equip
floorlayers to work efficiently and safely.

• Easy-care polyester/cotton with polyamide reinforcements.
• Pre-bent knees make for a good fit even for work when
kneeling.
• Knife pocket on the thigh and large kneepad pockets equip
floor layers to work efficiently and safely.

2359 Floorlayers Trousers

2361 Florrlayers Pirate Shorts

Phone pocket. Holster pockets with extra compartments. Bellowed back pockets.
Inset front pockets under holster pockets. Rule pocket shifted forwards. Thigh
pocket for floor layers’ knives. Leg pocket with inside phone pocket. Pre-bent
knees with tough knee pockets for floor layer’s kneepads. Put in ID-card holder.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2

Phone pocket. Holster pockets with extra compartments. Bellowed back pockets.
Inset front pockets. Rule pocket shifted forwards. Thigh pocket for floor laying
knives. Leg pocket with inside phone pocket and ID card holder. Pre-bent knees
with tough knee pockets for floor layer’s kneepads.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

Art no: 65235923-9799 graphite/black
Sizes: C42-62, C146-156, D92-120

Art no: 65236123-9799 graphite/black
Sizes: C44–62
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PAINTERS

2171

PAINTER’S TROUSERS CORE
Advanced

Trousers with excellent
durability and comfort!
Snap-link in front

Zip Leg pocket
with ID-card
pocket

Cordura®
Kneepad pockets

Pre-bent at the
knees for enhanced
fit and comfort

Kneepads can
be fitted in two
positions

Reflective piping
and drawstring at
leg ends

PAINTERS

54

2171 Painter’s Trousers Core

• Ring spun cotton/polyester
is a fiber with the durability of
polyester and the comfort of
cotton.

Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments and reinforced insides. Holster pockets
can be tucked into front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced insides. Extra belt loops
in large trousers. Buttons in rubber to minimize ripping. Hammer loop. Double putty knife
pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with flap over zip, ID-card pocket and phone pocket.
Pre-bent knees and durable Cordura® pockets for kneepads can be fitted in two positions.
Certified to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads
9943, 9944 and 9945. Reinforced at ankle with non-absorbing polyamide with reflective
piping and drawstring.
Material: CORE 55% cotton/45% polyester, 305g/m2. Reinforcements: Polyamide and
Cordura®.

• Pre-bent at the knees for
enhanced fit and comfort.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two
positions.

Art no: 65217119-1099 white/black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124

SPIRIT Long sleeved T-shirt 1150226 // page 58
Painters Trousers 2171 // page 55

Pocket with waterproof lining to
keep you dry with a wet sponge
in your pocket
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PAINTERS

2159

2163

technical

PAINTER’S TROUSERS

PAINTER’S PIRATE SHORTS

• The top selling painter’s trousers.
• Constructed from close-woven cotton specially developed
by Jobman for the painting industry. Maximises quick
dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption.
• Pre-bent knees for enhanced comfort.

• Constructed from close-woven cotton specially developed
by Jobman for the painting industry. Maximises quick
dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption.
• Adding spandex to the mix makes these trousers flexible
and comfortable whatever you are doing.
• Pre-bent knees for enhanced comfort.

2159 Painter’s Trousers

2163 Painter´s Pirate Shorts

Phone pocket on hip, Roomy Holster pockets with extra compartment and
reinforcement. Side slant front pockets for tucking away holster pockets.
Hammer holder, reinforced back pockets, reinforced front filler pocket unattached
at bottom and knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Pre bent kneepads with double layered knee pockets in new durable material.
Material: 100% cotton, 300g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments and
inside reinforcement. Sewn-in front pockets with slanted sides so holster pockets
tuck in more easily. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Right pocket with flap
and button. Reinforced putty knife pocket. Leg pocket with flap, phone pocket and
ID card pocket. Pre-bent knees with reinforced kneepad pockets.
Material: 100% cotton, 300g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

Art no: 65215911-1000 white (Not D88)
Art no: 65215911-1099 white/black
Sizes: C42–62, C146–156, D88–120

3159

technical

PAINTER’S SLEEVELESS
OVERALLS
• Constructed from close-woven cotton specially developed
by Jobman for the painting industry. Maximises quick
dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption.
• Stretch back and adjustable shoulders
• Pre-bent knees for enhanced comfort.

technical

Art no: 65216311-1099 white/black
Sizes: C44-62

2160

FUNCTIONAL

PAINTER’S SHORTS
• Constructed from close-woven cotton specially developed
by Jobman for the painting industry. Maximises quick
dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption.
• Reinforced holster pockets.

3159 Painter´s Sleeveless Overalls

2160 Painter’s shorts

Two-way front zip with front flap. Adjustable shoulders. Stretch back for greater
movement. Chest pockets with phone pocket and ID pocket. Reinforced holster
pockets with extra compartments that tuck into inset front pockets. Rear holster
pockets. Hammer loop. Double putty knife pocket.
Material:100% cotton, 300g/m2. Reinforced in Oxford nylon.

Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments and
inside reinforcement. Inset front pockets that holster pockets tuck into. Hammer
loop. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Double putty knife pocket unattached
at bottom edge with knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment.
Material: 100% cotton, 300g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

Art no: 65315911-1099 white/black
Sizes: C48-58, C150+154, D104

Art no: 65216011-1099 white/black
Sizes: C44–62
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WORK

BRIDGE

FUNCTIONAL

T-shirt
• 100% cotton 160 g/m

SWEATSHIRT
2

• Cotton/ polyester with brushed inside.
• Neck cuff with double stitching.

Bridge Sweatshirt

Work T-shirt

SPIRIT

hurricane

Modern T-shirt with reinforced shoulder seams and double stitching around the
neckline. Four ply tailored fit for better dimensional stability.
Material: 100% cotton, 160g/m2.

Classic round neck sweatshirt with double stitching at neck cuff. The
shirt has a soft brushed inside and ribbing at the neck, cuffs and
waistband.
Material: 60% cotton/40% polyester, 280 g/m2

Art no: 652264020-100 white
Sizes: S-5XL

Art no: 1112230-1200 white
Sizes: S-5XL

5152

advanced

LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRT

hoodie

• Pre-shrunk interlock T-shirt in high quality, 220 g/m2.
• Neck cuff with double stitching.

• Functional fabric.
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement.
• Fleece inside for insulation.
• Practical pockets and adjustable hood and hem.

5152 Hoodie
Long Sleeve pre-shrunk interlock T-shirt in high quality. Good fit and neck with
double stitching.
Material: 100% combed cotton, enzyme treated interlock, 220 g/m2

Made from functional fabric with fleece inside. Front zip with storm flap.
Adjustable hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. Zipped chest pocket with
phone compartment. Zipped side pockets. Large open inner pockets. Adjustable
drawstring hem.
Material: 100% polyester, 325g/m2.

Art no: 1150226-1200 white
Sizes: S-XXXL

Art no: 65515253-1000 white
Sizes: XS–3XL

Spirit Long sleeved T-shirt

hurricane
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PAINTERS

1208

1245

FUNCTIONAL

softshell JACKET

fleece jacket

• Water-repellent softshell.
• Wind resistant membrane.
• Fleece Lining.

• Exclusive fleece with a wind and water-repellent
membrane for protection in bad weather.
• Polyester reinforcement on shoulders and sleeves
make it extra hardwearing.

1208 Softshell Jacket

1245 Fleece Jacket

Water resistant softshell with windproof membrane. Chest pocket with
ID card holder. Spacious front pockets. Inside pockets. Adjustable waist
and cuffs.
Material: 100% polyester, 265g/m2 with fleece inside.

Chest pockets with zips and phone pocket. Zipped front pockets. Inner pockets.
Polyester reinforcement on shoulders and sleeves.
Material: 100% Polyester, 330 g/m2.
Art no: 65124577-1099 white/black
Sizes: XS–3XL

Art no: 65120871-1000 white
Sizes: S–3XL

1357

FUNCTIONAL

2176

ADVANCED

pilot jacket

bricklayer´s trousers

• Winter jacket in durable polyester.
• Quilted lining for flexibility and comfort.
• Elastic cuffs at the waist and cuffs.

• Fit and functions such as a first aid kit pocket, pre-bent
knees and reinforced drawstring hems result in a trouser
that is more functional and effective than any other.
• Constructed from close-woven cotton specially developed
by Jobman for plastering industry.
• Maximises quick dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment
absorption.

2176 Bricklayer´s Trousers
Pilot jacket made from wearing polyester with comfortable quilt lining. Pile lining
in collar. Chest pocket with zip. Front pockets. Inside pocket. D-ring for ID-card
holder.
Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m2

Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments and
reinforced lining that tuck into patch front pockets. Pocket for first aid kit on right
front pocket. Hammer loop. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Double putty
knife pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with flap, phone pocket and tool pocket. Pre-bent knees with reinforced knee pockets. Reinforced drawstring hems.
Material: 100% cotton, 300g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

Art no: 65135739-1000 white
Sizes: XS–3XL

Art no: 65217611-1019 white/brown
Sizes: C42–62, C146–156, D96–120

1357 Pilot Jacket

technical

61

service, INDUSTRY & transport

service, industri & transport

2731

SERVICE trousers cotton
technical

Service trousers in light
N EWS! cotton
for comfortable working
NYH ET

Service, INDUSTRY & Transport

62

Lighter quality brings
cooler working
environment

N EW!
Heavy-duty cotton
specially developed
for Jobman.

Zip Leg pocket
with ID-card
pocket

Kneepads can
be fitted in two
positions

Reflective piping
and drawstring at
leg ends

2731 Service Trousers Cotton

• Durable cotton, specially
   developed for Jobman.
• Reinforced details, such as
back pockets and ruler pocket.
• Knee pads are adjustable in
two height levels.
• Drawstring at the ankles
prevents cold drafts.

Spacious front pockets. Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra belt
loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket,
ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Prebent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable
Cordura® with reflective piping and adjustable in two positions. Reinforced at ankle-cuff
with non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943,
9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m2.
Art nr: 65273111-6799 navy/black
Art nr: 65273111-9899 dark grey/black
Art nr: 65273111-9999 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124
(Available in stock may 2017)

Sweatshirt 5122 // page 100
Service Trousers 2731 // page 63

Lighter quality brings cooler
working environment
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service, INDUSTRY & transport

service, INDUSTRY & transport

2821

2811

TECHNICAL

service trousers
fast dry

service trousers star
• Made with JOBMAN’s new, strong and comfortable STAR
fabric, with a soft brushed inside, and durable and quick
drying properties.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be adjusted in two positions.
• Drawstring in leg ends stops draught.

Leg pocket
with zip, phone
pocket and ID
card pocket

• Fast Dry Polyamide. Soft, comfortable and quick drying
material with high durability.
• Pre bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads are adjustable in two positions.

2811 Service Trousers Fast Dry

2821 Service Trousers Star

2921

technical

service TROUSERS CORE
• Ring spun cotton/polyester is a fiber with the durability of
polyester and the comfort of cotton.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.
• Drawstring at ankle stops draught.

2921 Service Trousers Core
Spacious front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra
belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife- button. Legpocket with zipper, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre bent knees for optimal
fit. Knee pockets in durable Cordura® with reflective piping and adjustable.
Kneepads can be fitted in two positions. Reinforced at ankle with non-absorbing
polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle. Certified according to EN
14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943,
9944 and 9945.
Material: CORE 55% cotton/45% polyester 305 g/m2.
Art no: 65292119-6799 Navy/black
Art no: 65292119-9899 Dark grey/black
Art no: 65292119-9999 Black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124

FUNCTIONAL

Spacious front pockets. Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra
belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip,
phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Prebent knees for optimal fit.
Knee pockets in durable Cordura® with reflective piping and adjustable in two
positions. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective
piping and drawstring at ankle. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010
Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% STAR polyamide 250 g/m2.

Spacious front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammer loop. Extra
belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Legpocket with zipper,
phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre bent knees for optimal fit.
Knee pockets in durable Cordura® with reflective piping piping and adjustable.
Kneepads can be fitted in two positions. Reinforced at ankle with non- absorbing
polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle. Certified according to EN
14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943,
9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% polyamide 200 g/m2.

Art no: 65282107-6700 navy blue
Art no: 65282107-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65282107-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124

Art no: 65281106-6799 Navy/black
Art no: 65281106-9899 Dark grey/black
Art no: 65281106-9999 Black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124

2911

FUNCTIONAL

service trousers
canvas
• Polyester/cotton canvas can be washed in 85° C without
fading or shrinking.
• Leg pocket with flap over zipper minimises risk of ripping.
• Pre bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.

2911 Service Trousers Canvas
Spacious front pockets. Rubber button to minimize ripping. Back pockets with
reinforced inside. Hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket
with knife button. Leg pocket with zipper, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and
extra pocket. Pre bent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets made from durable
polyamide with reflective piping, kneepads can be fitted in two positions. Certified
according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s
kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton Canvas 260 g/m2.
Art no: 65291108-6700 Navy
Art no: 65291108-9800 Dark grey
Art no: 65291108-9900 Black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124
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2310

SERVICE TROUSERS
functional

Perfect for retail, cleaning
and transport.
Front jeans
pocket with
coin pocket
Easy-care
polyester/
cotton

Leg pocket
with zip
Service Trousers 2431 // page 66

N EWS!
2431

TECHNICAL

SERVICE TROUSERS
• Durable and easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Comfortable, easy-wear stretch-function fabric.
• Pre-bent knees enhance comfort.
• Knee pads can be fitted at two heights.
• Can be washed at 85°C.

NYH ET

Pre-bent knees
for enhanced
comfort

N EW!

2310 Service Trousers
2431 Service Trousers
Trousers in durable, easy-care polyester/cotton with stretch function. Slanted
front pockets and back pockets. Reinforced ruler pocket, unattached at bottom,
with knife button. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Pre-bent knees with knee
pockets where kneepads can be positioned at two heights. Can be washed at
85°C. Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010 Type 2 Level 1 together
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 250g/m2
Art no: 65243105-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65243105-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-120

Front jeans pocket with coin pocket. Back patch pockets. Leg pocket
with zip, phone pocket and extra compartments. Pre-bent knees. Front
D-ring for keys, etc.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 265g/m2.
Art no: 65231029-9700 graphite
Art no: 65231029-9900 black		
Sizes: C44-62 (+5 cm turn-up), D84-120

• Easy care, polyester/cotton.
• Pre-bent knees.
• Leg pocket with zip.
These trousers also come in a women’s version, 2311.
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2305
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FUNCTIONAL

service TROUSERS

N EW!

• Made from easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Inset front pockets and back patch pockets.
• Internal kneepad pockets.
• Ideal for light industrial work and service jobs such as
retail and warehouse work.

service, INDUSTRY & transport

2420

FUNCTIONAL

SERVICE CHINOS
• Durable and easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Comfortable, easy-wear stretch-function fabric.
• Pre-bent knees enhance comfort.
• Can be washed at 85°C.
These trousers also come in a women’s version, 2720.

2305 Service Trousers

2420 Service Chinos

Hip pocket for phone. Slanted front pockets. Back patch pockets, right with flap.
Leg pocket with flap. Leg pocket with ruler compartment. Internal knee pockets.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2.

Trousers in durable, easy-care polyester/cotton with stretch function. Spacious
front pockets with coin pocket and slanted back pockets. Rubber button reduces
risk of scratches. Pre-bent knees. Can be washed at 85°C.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 250g/m2

Art no: 65230523-6600 navy
Art no: 65230523-9700 graphite
Art no: 65230523-9900 black
Sizes: C44–62, C144–156, D88–124 (Black D92-124), Dam 34–50

2307

FUNCTIONAL

Art no: 65242005-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65242005-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-120.

2122

FUNCTIONAL

SERVICE TROUSERS

SERVICE TROUSERS

• Stylish service trousers made from easy-care
polyester/cotton.
• Inset front pockets and back pockets.
• No kneepad pockets.
• Ideal for light industrial work and service jobs such as
retail and warehouse work.

• Made from light, easy-care polyester/cotton for
cool comfort.
• New enhanced comfort fit.
• Inset front and back pockets.
• No kneepad pockets.
• Ideal for service occupations such as cleaning,
retail and warehouse work.

These trousers also come in a women’s version (2308),
see Page 126

2307 Service Trousers
Slanted front pockets. Inset back pockets. Leg pocket with extra compartment.
Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2.
Art no: 65230723-6700 navy
Art no: 65230723-9700 graphite
Art no: 65230723-9900 black		
Sizes: C44–62, C144–156, D96–120

2122 Service Trousers
Slanted front pockets. Inset back pockets. Left leg pocket with zip and
open compartment. Phone pocket on right leg.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 190g/m2.
Art no: 65212220-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65212220-9900 black
Sizes: C42–60, C144–156, D88–112
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service TROUSERS denim
functional

2121

2991

Trousers in comfortable
and hard-wearing denim
Comfortable, hardwearing and colour
proof denim

service TROUSERS
denim
• Comfortable, hard-wearing and colour proof
cotton/polyester.
• Spacious front pockets.
• Pocket with zip and ID-card pouch.
• Kneepads can be adjusted at two heights.
• Reflective piping on legs front and back.

Spacious front pockets

Pocket with
zip and ID card
pouch

2991 Service Trousers Denim
Trouser in comfortable and hard-wearing denim. Spacious front pockets.
Reinforced back pockets. Hammer loop and ruler pocket on right leg. Pocket on
left leg with zip and ID-card slot. Prebent knees for optimized fit. Knee pockets
with reflective piping and two height levels for kneepads. Drawstring at leg
ending prevents cold draughts. Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1:
2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 59% cotton/41% polyester, 380g/m2. Reinforced with polyamide and
Cordura®.
Art no: 65299125-6900 navy denim
Art no: 65299125-9900 black denim
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124

Prebent knees
for optimized fit

2123

FUNCTIONAL

work jeans denim
• High colour fastness, i.e. doesn’t fade.
• Pre-bent knees for enhanced comfort.
• Open leg pocket on right leg.
• Suitable for service occupations such as cleaning,
retail and warehouse work.

2121 Service Trousers Denim
Trousers in comfortable and hard-wearing denim. Spacious front pockets.
Reinforced back pockets. Pocket on right leg with zip and ID-card pouch.
Prebent knees for optimized fit.
Förböjda knän för optimal passform.
Material: 59% cotton / 41% polyester, 380g/m2.
Art no: 65212125-6900 navy denim
Art no: 65212125-9900 black denim
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124 (Navy D88-124)

TECHNICAL

• Comfortable, hard-wearing
and colour proof denim
• Spacious front pockets.
• Pocket with zip and IDcard
pouch.
• Prebent knees.

2123 Work Jeans Denim
Five-pocket jeans in heavy-duty cotton/polyester with a genuine cotton
feel. Open leg pocket with phone compartment on right side. Pre-bent
knees.
Material: 59% cotton/41% polyester, 380g/m2
Art no: 65212325-6900 navy denim
Sizes: C44-62, C148-156, D96-112
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5123

TECHNICAL

SWEATSHIRT
• Sweatshirt in polyester/cotton with brushed inside for
great comfort.
• Soft reflective strips that follow the movements of the top.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 3 according to EN20471.

Transport

72

5123 Sweatshirt Hi-Vis
Chest pocket with zip and ID-card pocket. Straight hem and ribbing in
hem and cuffs. Soft reflective heat pressed strips.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 300 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471

Sweatshirt 5123 // Page 73
Transport Tousers 2409 // page 73

Art no: 65512393-2100 yellow
Sizes: S–3XL

N EWS!
2421

FUNCTIONAL

TRANSPORT TROUSERS
• Durable and easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Comfortable, easy-wear stretch-function fabric.
• Prebent knees provides comfort.
• Can be washed at 85°C.
These trousers also come in a women’s version, 2721.

2421 Transport Trousers
Trousers in durable, easy-care polyester/cotton with stretch function. Slanted
front pockets and back pockets. Front pocket with phone pocket and extra
compartment. Leg pocket with flap and extra compartment. Pre-bent knees.
Reflectives at legs. Can be washed at 85°C.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 250g/m2
Art no: 65242105-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65242105-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D88-120.

NYH ET
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Waist measurement
up to 155 cm

2409

TECHNICAL

transport TROUSERS
• Easy-care polyester/cotton brushed inside for added
comfort.
• Five-pocket model with leg pockets big enough for an A5
pad plus extra compartments, including a phone pocket.
• Pre-bent knees for enhanced comfort.
• Fluorescent fabric and reflective strips for improved
visibility.
• Trousers come in sizes right up to F140
(Waist measurement 155 cm/61”)

2409 Transport Trousers
Five-pocket model with jeans pockets at the front and inset pockets at the back.
Bellowed cargo pocket on right leg, with open pocket and zipped pocket. Left
leg pocket with room for a mobile phone and an A5 pad. Front D-ring. Pre-bent
knees. Fluorescent fabric and reflective strips at ankle. Not EN471 certified.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2.
Art no: 65240922-9921 black/yellow
Sizes: C42–62, C146–156, D88–120, F124-140
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2629

technical

SERVICE trousers

• Hardwearing service trousers in an ultra-flexible fabric for
cool comfort.
• Quick dry fabric.
• Pre-bent knees with reinforced kneepad pockets.
• Large leg pockets for A5 pad with extra compartments.
• Reflective strips at ankle.

• Water and dirt-repellent fabric.
• Reinforced holster pockets and kneepad pockets.
• Jeans thread with three-needle jeans seams for even
greater durability.
• Pre-bent knees make for a good fit.

Hardwearing service trousers with slanted front pockets and back patch pockets.
Hammer loop. Right leg pocket with rule pocket and knife loop. Left leg pocket
with room for a mobile phone and an A5 pad. Front D-ring. Hip pocket for phone.
Pre-bent knees with reinforced external kneepad pockets. Reflective hem.
Material: 100% Oxford polyamide, 280g/m2.
Art no: 65262952-1399 sand/black
Art no: 65262952-9900 black
Sizes: C44–60, C146–156, D88–120

advanced

SERVICE TROUSERS
• Service trousers, trades version, in a hardwearing, ultraflexible fabric for cool comfort.
• Quick drying.
• Pre-bent knees with reinforced kneepad pockets.
• Large leg pockets for A5 pad with extra compartments.
• Reflective strips at hem.

2630 Service Trousers with Holster Pockets
Service trousers with holster pockets that tuck into front pockets. Adjustable
hammer loop. Back patch pockets. Front D-ring. Right leg pocket with rule pocket
and knife loop. Bellowed cargo pocket on left leg with space for a mobile phone
and an A5 pad. Hip pocket for phone. Pre-bent knees with reinforced kneepad
pockets. Reflective hem.
Material: 100% Oxford polyamide, 280g/m2.
Art no: 65263052-1399 sand/black
Art no: 65263052-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65263052-9900 black
Sizes: C44–60, C146–156, D88–120

technical

service TROUSERS

2629 Service Trousers

2630

2622

2622 Service Trousers
Trousers with slanted front pockets and back pockets. Leg pocket with inside
phone pocket, ID card holder and flap. Open pocket with extra compartments on
right leg. External kneepad pockets.
Material: 52% cotton/48% polyamid, 230g/m2. Dirt and water-repellent.
Reinforcement in polyamide.
Art no: 65262228-9699 steel grey/black
Sizes: C42–60, C144–156, D88–120
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2331

2356

FUNCTIONAL

FUNCTIONAL

SERVICE shorts canvas

SERVICE shorts

• Polyester/cotton canvas can be washed in 85° C without
fading or shrinking.
• Leg pocket with flap over zipper minimises risk of
scratching.
• Phone pocket and ID-card pocket in the leg pocket.

• Improved fitting.
• Easy care polyester/cotton.
• Sewn in front pockets and phone pocket.
• Leg pockets, left side with flap.

2331 Service Shorts Canvas
Spacious front pockets. Rubber buttons with no risk of ripping. Back pockets with
reinforced inside. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Leg pockets with flap over zip,
ID-card pocket and extra pocket.
Material: 65% polyester/35% Canvas cotton, 260 g/m2.

2356 Service Shorts
Right back pocket with flap. Sewn in front pockets. Phone pocket. Right leg pocket
with pen compartment and ruler pocket. Left leg pocket with flap.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2

Art no: 65233108-6700 Navy
Art no: 65233108-9800 Dark grey
Art no: 65233108-9900 Black
Sizes: C44-62

Art no: 65235623-9700 graphite
Art no: 65235623-9900 black
Sizes: C44–62

3630

TECHNICAL

Service DUNGAREES
CORE
• Ring spun cotton/ polyester is a fabric with strength of
polyester and comfort of cotton, which gives superb
durability and superb comfort.
• Mobile pocket and ID card pocket on chest.
• Belt loops to offload your shoulders.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.

3630 Service Dungarees Core
Ring-spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with strength from polyester and comfort
from cotton. Adjustable braces with elastic features. Mobile pocket and ID card
pocket on chest. Spacious front pockets. Leg pocket with zip and ID card pouch.
Reinforced back pockets. Knee pockets with two heights for kneepads. Certified
according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s
kneepads 9943 and 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: CORE 55% cotton/45% polyester, 305g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.
Art no: 65363019-6700 navy
Art no: 65363019-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65363019-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C148-156, D96-120
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1331

technical

allround JACKET CORE
• Ring spun cotton/polyester is a fiber with the durability of
polyester and the comfort of cotton.
• Double inside pockets, one with zip.
• Rubber buttons minimises risk of scratching.

1331 Allround Jacket Core
High collar against draught. Chest pocket with ID-card pocket and phone pocket.
Chest pocket with zip. Double inside pocket, one with zip. Spacious front pockets. Adjustable waist and cuffs. Longer in the back. Reflective piping around the
shoulders, front and back.
Material: CORE 55% cotton/45% polyester 305 g/m2.

Allround Jacket 1331// page 79
Vintage Hoodie 5154 // page 93

Art no: 65133119-9800 Dark grey
Art no: 65133119-9900 Black
Sizes: XS-3XL
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1321

FUNCTIONAL

SERVICE jacket
• Durable and easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Comfortable, easy-wear stretch-function fabric.
• Rubber buttons reduce risk of scratches.
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1337

FUNCTIONAL

service JACKET
• Easy-care polyester/cotton Service Jacket.
• Essential features ideal for most service,
• Highly colourfast, i.e. doesn’t fade.
• Suitable for industrial laundry at 85°C.
• Black jacket in sizes up to 5XL.

1337 Service Jacket
1321 Service Jacket
Jacket in durable, easy-care polyester/cotton with stretch function. Chest pocket
with ID card pouch and phone pocket. Large front pockets. Adjustable waist and
cuffs. Concealed front zipper. Rubber buttons reduce risk of scratches.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 250g/m2
Art no: 65132105-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65132105-9900 black
Sizes: S-3XL

Chest pocket on right-hand side with phone pocket and D-ring. Zip up to top of
collar with internal storm flap. Inset front pockets. Waist and sleeves adjustable
with rubber-coated snap fasteners. Extended back. Zipped inner pocket on
left-hand side. Right inner pocket with Velcro® closure and a document pocket.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2.
Art no: 65133723-6700 navy
Art no: 65133723-9700 graphite
Art no: 65133723-9900 black
Sizes: XS–3XL (Black available in XS-5XL))
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4327

4321

FUNCTIONAL

FUNCTIONAL

SERVICE overalls

service overalls

N EWS!

• Durable and easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Comfortable, easy-wear stretch-function fabric.
• Prebent knees provides comfort.
• Rubber buttons reduce risk of scratches.

• Easy-care, hardwearing polyester/cotton.
• Industrial laundry 85°C.
• Basic functions for service personnel and mechanics.
• Internal kneepad pockets.
• Leg zips make these overalls easy to get on and off.

NYH ET
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4145

FUNCTIONAL

4327 Service Overalls

4321 Service Overalls

Concealed two-way zip. Chest pockets with flap. Back pockets with flap. Inset
front pockets. Side slits. Adjustable elasticated waist. Adjustable sleeve with
snap fastener. Open leg pocket with extra compartment and rule pocket. Leg
pocket with flap and phone compartment. Internal knee pockets. Leg zips to
knee.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2.

Durable, easy-care polyester/cotton with stretch function. Concealed, two-way
front zipper. Chest pocket with ID card pouch and phone pocket. Large front
pockets. Slanted pockets. Adjustable waist and cuffs. Large leg pocket with extra
compartment for phone. Pre-bent knees for comfort. Rubber buttons reduce risk
of scratches. 5 cm fold-out legs for extension.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 250g/m2

Art no: 65432723-6765 navy/royal
Art no: 65432723-9941 black/red
Art no: 65432723-9997 black/graphite (Not C48, 60, 62)
Sizes: C46–62

Art no: 65432105-6700 navy
Art no: 65432105-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65432105-9900 black
Sizes: S-XXL (+5 cm turn-up)

4322

FUNCTIONAL

service overalls cotton

service overalls

• 100% cotton.
• Industrial laundry 85°C.
• Basic functions for service personnel and mechanics.
• External kneepad pockets.

• Easy-care 65% polyester/35% cotton.
• Suitable for Industrial laundry at 85°C.
• Basic functions for service personnel and mechanics.
• External kneepad pockets.

4145 Service Overalls Cotton

4322 Service Overalls

Concealed buttons up to top of collar. Right chest pocket with flap. Left
chest pocket with pen compartment. Inset front pockets. Back pockets.
Side slits. Adjustable waistband and sleeves. Rule pocket. External
kneepad pockets.
Material: 100% cotton, 300g/m2. Suitable for Industrial laundry at 85°C.
Art no: 65414511-6600 navy		
Sizes: C46–62

Concealed zip. Chest pockets with flap and pen compartment. Adjustable waist.
Side slits. Adjustable sleeves. Inset front pockets. Back pockets, right with flap.
Leg pocket with flap and open compartment. Rule pocket. External kneepad
pockets.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2.
Art no: 65432223-9900 black
Sizes: C44–62
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FLAME RETARDANT

4036

FLAME RETARDANT

1091

technical

TECHNICAL

WELDERS OVERALLS

WELDERS JACKET

Jobman’s welders collection in 350g/m2 cotton
are treated with the flame retardant Pyrovatex® and
are certified according to standards EN11611 and
EN 11612. Pocket solutions and other functions
are specially adapted for welding. Inside kneepad
pockets gives comfort and durability.

Jobman’s welders collection in 350g/m2 cotton
are treated with the flame retardant Pyrovatex®
and are certified according to standards EN11611
and EN11612. Pocket solutions and other functions
are specially adapted for welding.

4036 Welders Overalls

Inside
kneepad
pockets

1091 Welders Jacket

Zipper with flap. Breast pockets with flap. Inner pocket with phone compartment.
Pen compartment. Front pockets. Back pockets with bellow and flap. Ruler
pocket. Leg pocket with flap. Adjustable waist and cuff.
EU-standards: EN11612 A1+A2, B1, C1, E3, F1. EN11611 Class 1 A1+A2.
Material: 100% cotton, 350g/m2.
Approved anti-flame treatment.

Zip with flap. Breast pockets with flap. Front pockets and a big inner pocket and
inner pocket with phone compartment. Adjustable waist and cuff.
EU-standards: EN11612 A1+A2, B1, C1, E3, F1. EN11611 Class 1 A1+A2.
Material: 100% cotton, 350g/m2.
Approved anti-flame treatment.

Art no: 65403627-9900 black		
Sizes: C46-62

Art no: 65109127-9900 black
Sizes:: S-3XL

2091

technical

WELDERS TROUSERS
Jobman’s welders collection in 350g/m2 cotton are
treated with the flame retardant Pyrovatex® and
are certified according to standards EN11611 and
EN11612. Pocket solutions and other functions are
specially adapted for welding.
Knee pockets outside gives comfort and durability.

WELDERS
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2091 Welders Trousers
Front pockets. Back pockets with flap. Leg pocket with phone compartment.
Ruler pocket. Knee pockets.
EU-standards: EN11612 A1+A2, B1, C1, E3, F1. EN11611 Class 1 A1+A2.
Material: 100% cotton, 350g/m2.
Approved anti-flame treatment.
Art no: 65209127-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C148-156, D96-120

Pockets
specially
adapted for
welding
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softshell & fleece

5152

advanced

FUNCTIONAL hoodie
• Functional fabric.
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement.
• Fleece inside for insulation.
• Practical pockets and adjustable hood and hem.

5152 Functional Hoodie
Hoodie in functional fabric with fleece inside. Front zip with storm flap. Adjustable
hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. Zipped chest pocket with phone compartment. Zipped side pockets. Large open inner pockets. Adjustable drawstring
hem.
Material: 100% polyester, 325g/m2.
Art no: 65515253-1000
Art no: 65515253-4199
Art no: 65515253-9832
Art no: 65515253-9941
Sizes: XS–XXXL

Softshell & fleece

84

5177

N EWS!
advanced

women´s FUNCTIONAL
hoodie
• Functional fabric.
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement.
• Fleece inside for insulation.
• Practical pockets and adjustable hood and hem.

5177 Women´s Functional Hoodie
Hoodie in functional fabric with fleece inside. Front zip with storm flap. Adjustable
hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. Zipped chest pocket with phone compartment. Zipped side pockets. Large open inner pockets. Adjustable drawstring
hem.
Material: 100% polyester, 325g/m2.

Hoodie 5152 // page 85
Service Trousers 2305 // page 68

white
red/black
dark grey/orange
black/red

Art no: 65517753-1000 white (In stock september 2017)
Art no: 65517753-9832 dark grey/orange
Art no: 65517753-9941 black/red
Sizes: S–XXL
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1248

5182

advanced

softshell jacket

N EWS!

• Layer 3 softshell with a membrane and fleece lining.
• Reinforced with Cordura® on front pockets, elbows and
shoulders.
• Reflective zip in front and a reflective strip over the
shoulders.

advanced

PADDED JACKET
• Quilted lining on body to keep you warm.
• Ripstop polyamide on torso provides durability.
• Polyester sleeves make jacket smooth.
• Can be used as a layer 2 garment.

NYH ET
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1248 Softshell Jacket
Jacket in 3-layers with a weather proof membrane and fleece lining that make
the jacket breathable. Reinforced with Cordura® over the shoulders, the elbows
and the front pockets. Spacious front pockets with zips and a chest pocket with
ID-card pocket. Adjustable waistline and cuffs. Zip in reflective material front.
Reflective strip over the shoulders.
Material: 95% polyester / 5% elastane, 360g/m2.

5182 Padded Jacket
Jacket with quilt-lined body and smooth polyester in sleeves. Chest pocket with
ID card pouch. Large front zippered pockets. Adjustable waist. Thumb cuffs.
Material: Body: 100% ripstop polyamide, 250g/m2 quilt.
Sleeves: 100% polyester.

Art no: 65124893-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65124893-9998 black/dark grey
Sizes: S–3XL

1247

technical

Art no: 65518253-9899 dark grey/black
Sizes: S-3XL

1292

advanced

softshell jacket

softshell JACKET

• Soft shell with membrane provides good breathability.
• fleece lining that warms.
• Reinforced shoulders and front.

• Wind and water repellent layer 3 softshell with membrane.
• High breathability
• Reinforced over the shoulders
• Reflective piping in the back

1247 Softshell Jacket
Knitted softshell with membrane provides good breathability and wind repellent
qualities. Fleece lining warms. Chest pocket with ID card compartments and
spacious front pockets with zip. Inside pockets. Reinforced shoulders and front.
Adjustable waist and thumb holes in the cuffs.
Material: 100% polyester, 455g/m2.
Art no: 65124773-9341 grey melange/red
Art no: 65124773-9430 black melange/orange
Sizes: XS–3XL

1292 Softshell Jacket
Wind and water repellent softshell jacket with denim look and high breathability
Reinforced over the shoulders and the hood. Reflective piping in the back. Chest
pocket with ID-card pocket. Spacious front pockets. Ribbed waist and cuffs.
Thumbholes on cuffs. Adjustable hood.
Material: 81% polyamide softshell / 19% Polyester, 320g/m2
Art no: 65129294-9999 black/black
Sizes: S–3XL
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1208

FUNCTIONAL

softshell JACKET

• Water repellent softshell.
• Wind resistant membrane.
• Fleece Lining.

• Exclusive soft shell with a membrane that withstands wind
and water and allows the garment to breathe.
• Hardwearing jacket with reinforced shoulders and sleeves.
• Stretch for ease of movement.

1208 Softshell Jacket

1246 Softshell Jacket

Water resistant softshell with windproof membrane. Chest pocket with ID card
holder. Spacious front pockets. Inside pockets. Adjustable waist and cuffs.
Material: 100% polyester, 265g/m2 with fleece inside.

Zip extends to top of collar. Chest pockets with zips and phone pocket. Zipped
front pockets. Double inner pockets. Sleeve adjustable with velcro. Adjustable
drawstring hem. Stretch and high breathability. The jacket has a membrane and
is wind and water-repellent.
Material: 100% polyester, 380 g/m2.

white
ocean
navy
dark grey
black

Art no: 65124692-1999 brown/black
Art no: 65124692-9899 dark grey/black (Not XXL)
Art no: 65124692-9900 black
(Not 3XL)
Sizes: XS–3XL

5242

advanced

softshell jacket

softshell jacket

• Chest pocket with ID-card pocket.
• Spacious front pockets with zip.
• Thumbholes in cuffs.

• Breathable soft shell.
• Water-repellent properties.
• Stretch for extra flexibility.
• The sleeves are reinforced with wear panels for
increased durability.

1201 Softshell Jacket, Light
Chest pocket with ID-card pocket. Spacious front pockets with zipper. Thumbholes in cuffs, front pockets with zippers. Inside pockets. Drawstring in waist.
Material: 96% polyester/4% elastane, 280g/m2
Art no: 65120171-3000
Art no: 65120171-6500
Art no: 65120171-6700
Art no: 65120171-9800
Art no: 65120171-9900
Sizes: XS–4XL

orange
royal
navy
dark grey
black

advanced

softshell JACKET

Art no: 65120871-1000
Art no: 65120871-6400
Art no: 65120871-6700
Art no: 65120871-9800
Art no: 65120871-9900
Sizes: S–XXXL

1201

1246

FUNCTIONAL

5242 Softshell Jacket
Detachable hood. ID card holder in chest pocket. Rip-stop
wear panels on forearms. Adjustable hem and cuffs.
Material: 100% polyester, 380 g/m2.
Art no: 65524255-9961 black/turquoise
Sizes: XS–3XL
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flex JACKET
functional

5162

5192

PILE JACKET reversible

Lots of stretch and comfort
Drawstring in
collar for wind
protection.

FUNCTIONAL

• Reversible with pile on one side and fleece on the
other side.
• Reinforced on sleeves.
• Extended lower back.

Polyester
with stretch
for flexibility
Reversible

5192 Pile Jacket Reversible
Reversible insulating jacket with pile on one side and fleece on the other side.
Spacious front zip pockets on fleece side, and button on pile side. Thumb grip in
cuffs. Extended lower back.
Material: 100% polyester pile fabric with fleece inside, 445g/m2

Reinforced
on front and
forearms.

Art no: 65519274-6430 ocean/orange
Art no: 65519274-9830 dark grey/orange
Art no: 65519274-9998 black/dark grey
Sizes: XS–3XL

5153

advanced

FUNCTIONAL JACKET
• Smooth polyester fleece lining
• Additional zip for ventilation
• Chest pocket with ID-card pouch

Front pockets
with zip.

5162 Flex Jacket
Light jacket in polyester with high stretchability. Reinforcements on front and sleeves.
Front pockets with zip. Adjustable drawstring hem.
Material: 100% polyester, 200g/m2.
Art no: 65516250-6592 royal/gray
Art no: 65516250-9941 black/red
Art no: 65516250-9730 graphite/orange
Sizes: XS–3XL

• Polyester with stretch for
flexibility.
• Reinforced on front and
forearms.
• Drawstring in collar for wind
protection.

5153 Functional Jacket
Jacket in polyester with fleece inside that warms. Chest pocket with ID card
pouch. Spacious front pockets with zips. Adjustable waist and thumb grip in cuffs.
Short extra zip in collar for ventilation.
Material: 52% polyester/40% polyamide/8% elastane, 250g/m2
Art no: 65515353-3099 orange/black
Art no: 65515353-6430 ocean/orange
Art no: 65515353-9998 black/dark grey
Sizes: XS–3XL
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5151

N EWS!
NYH ET

5154

technical

technical

fleece jacket

vintage hoodie lined

• Soft and comfortable fleece.
• Chest pocket with ID card pouch.
• Large front zippered pockets.

• Sweatshirt and jacket in a material that will look better
the more you use it.
• Pile lining for warmth.
• Large front pockets.

N EW!

5154 Vintage Hoodie Lined
Unique comfortable and soft, highly breathable, insulating sweatshirt/ pile
bonded fabric Hood with draw string. Large front pockets. Ribbing in hem and
cuffs.
Material: 65% cotton/35% polyester with pile lining, 430 g/m2.

5151 Fleece Jacket
Jacket in soft and comfortable fleece. Collar with drawstring. Chest pocket with
ID card pouch and zippers. Large front zippered pockets. Adjustable drawstring
at waist.
Material: 100% polyester, 205g/m2

Art no: 65515438-3098
Art no: 65515438-6498
Art no: 65515438-6798
Art no: 65515438-9198
Art no: 65515438-9998
Sizes: S-3XL

Art no: 65515175-6599 royal/black
Art no: 65515175-9799 graphite/black
Sizes: S-3XL

1245

technical

5155

technical

N EWS!

FLEECE JACKET

vintage hoodie lined

• Exclusive fleece with a wind and water-repellent
membrane for protection in bad weather.
• Polyester reinforcement on shoulders and sleeves
make it extra hardwearing.

• Sweatshirt and jacket in a material that will look better
the more you use it.
• Pile lining for warmth.
• Large front pockets.

1245 Fleece Jacket

5155 Vintage Hoodie Lined

Chest pockets with zips and phone pocket. Zipped front pockets. Inner pockets.
Polyester reinforcement on shoulders and sleeves.
Material: 100% Polyester, 330 g/m2.

Unique comfortable and soft, highly breathable, insulating sweatshirt/pile
bonded fabric Hood with draw string. Large front pockets. Ribbing in hem and cuffs.
Material: 65% cotton/35% polyester with pile lining, 430 g/m2.

Art no: 65124577-9900 black
Art no: 65124577-1099 white/black
Sizes: XS–3XL

Art no: 65515538-9198 light gray/dark grey
Art no: 65515538-9998 black/dark grey
Sizes: XS-3XL

NYH ET
N EW!

orange/dark grey
ocean/dark grey
navy/dark grey
light gray/dark grey
black/dark grey
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5501

1207

FUNCTIONAL

technical

fleece jacket

fleece JACKET

• Spacious front pockets with zip.
• Thumbholes on cuffs.
• Inside pockets.

• Fleece jacket in thick 6 mm fleece.
• Chest pocket, inner pockets and front pockets.
• Perfect as layer 2 or as outerwear when weather permits.

5501 Fleece Jacket
Spacious front pockets with zip. Thumbholes on cuffs. Inside pockets.
Material: 100% polyester, 280g/m2
Art no: 65550175-3000
Art no: 65550175-6500
Art no: 65550175-6700
Art no: 65550175-9800
Art no: 65550175-9900
Sizes: XS–4XL

7501

FUNCTIONAL

1207 Fleece Jacket

orange
royal
navy
dark grey
black

Phone pocket and front pockets with zips. Inner pockets. Thumb holes in
sleeves. Adjustable waist.
Material: 100% polyester, 300 g/m2.
Art no: 65120775-9900 black
Sizes: XS–XXL

7600

advanced

FLEECE VEST

microfleece vest

• Spacious front pockets with zip.
• Inside pockets.

• The perfect layer 2 garment.
• 4-way stretch microfleece makes these garments
incredibly pliable and flexible.
• The stretch function also means the garments fit snugly,
for maximum moisture transport.
• Microfleece insulates well and absorbs only 6% moisture.

7501 Fleece Vest
Spacious front pockets with zip. Inside pockets. YKK front zip.
Material: 100% polyester, 280g/m2
Art no: 65750175-3000
Art no: 65750175-6500
Art no: 65750175-6700
Art no: 65750175-9800
Art no: 65750175-9900
Sizes: XS–4XL

orange
royal
navy
dark grey
black

7600 Microfleece Vest

High collar with zip. Zipped chest pocket and front pockets.
4-way stretchpolyester that absorbs only 6% moisture.
Material: 100% polyester, 250 g/m2.
Art no: 65760054-9900 black
Sizes: XS–L, XXL
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5556

technical

dry-tech t-shirt
• Dry-tech wicking.
• Charcoal Bamboo anti-bacterial effect.
• Non-itching seams.

5556 T-shirt Dry-tech Bamboo
T-shirt in light Dry-tech polyester for ventilation and Charcoal Bamboo for the
anti-bacterial effect. Flexible stretch. Non-itching seams. Chest pocket.
Material: 50% Wicking Polyester / 50% Bamboo Charcoal Polyester,
60% Polyester/40% Wicking Polyester
Art no: 65555651-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65555651-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65555651-9998 black/dark grey
Sizes: XS-3XL

SWEATERS & SHIRTS
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5586

technical

dry-tech POLO SHIRT
• Dry-tech wicking.
• Charcoal Bamboo anti-bacterial effect.
• Non-itching seams.

5586 Polo Shirt Dry-tech Bamboo
Polo shirt in light Dry-tech polyester for ventilation and Charcoal. Bamboo for the
anti-bacterial effect. Flexible stretch. Non-itching seams. Chest pocket.
Material: 50% Wicking Polyester/50% Bamboo Charcoal Polyester,
60% Polyester / 40% Wicking Polyester

Dry-tech T-shirt 5556 // page 39
Craftsman Trousers Star 2822 // page 41

Art no: 65558651-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65558651-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65558651-9998 black/dark grey
Sizes: XS-3XL
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WORK

FUNCTIONAL

WORK

FUNCTIONAL

POLO SHIRT

t-shirt

• 100% cotton 200 g/m2

• 100% cotton 160 g/m2

WORK T-shirt
Modern T-shirt with reinforced shoulder seams and double stitching around the
neckline. Four ply tailored fit for better dimensional stability.
Material: 100% cotton, 160g/m2.

WORK Polo shirt
Polo with side slits. Flat knit collar and three buttons in the button placket.
Material: 100% cotton, 200g/m2.
Art no: 652265006-100
Art no: 652265006-400
Art no: 652265006-600
Art no: 652265006-900
Art no: 652265006-916
Sizes: XS-XXXL

5575

white
red
navy
black
grey

Art no: 652264020-100
Art no: 652264020-120
Art no: 652264020-400
Art no: 652264020-305
Art no: 652264020-600
Art no: 652264020-900
Sizes: S-5XL
WOMENS MODEL
Art no: 652264014-400
Art no: 652264014-900
Sizes: S-XXL

white
grey melange
red
orange
navy
black

red
black

technical

functional T-SHIRT
When applying the layering principle, Dry-Tech fabric is ideal
as layer 1. It is built up from microfibres that wick sweat
away from the body and spread it over a wider surface area.
The microscopic sweat particles then evaporate extremely
quickly, keeping you feeling fresh and dry all day long.

5575 Dry-Tech T-shirt

Round neck and extended back.
Material: 70% polyester/30% viscose, 130 g/m2.
Art no: 65557551-9900 black
Sizes: XS–XL, 3XL-4XL

WORK T-shirt 652264020-120 // page 99
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WORK

5122

FUNCTIONAL

WORK

FUNCTIONAL

FUNCTIONAL

sweatshirt

HOODED JACKET

• Cotton/polyester.
• Short zip.

• Hood jacket in thick, brushed sweatshirt fabric.
• Metal zip at front and decorated with flatlock seams.

WORK Sweatshirt

WORK Hooded jacket

Half zipped sweatshirt with stand up collar, 2X2 rib at bottom hem and sleeves.
Neck tape and half moon
Material: 60% cotton/40%polyester, 260g/m2.

Hood jacket in brushed sweatshirt fabric. Waffle fabric lining inside hood. Metal
zip at front and decorated with flatlock seams.
Material: 80% cotton/20% polyester, 320 g/m2

Art no: 652262034-600 navy
Art no: 652262034-900 black
Art no: 652262034-916 grey
Sizes: XS-3XL

Art no: 652262038-120 grey melange/white
Art no: 652262038-600 navy/white
Art no: 652262038-900 black/white
Sizes: S–3XL

WORK

FUNCTIONAL

Sweatshirt

sweater

• Cotton/polyester.
• Straight hem and chest pocket for ID-card, etc.
• Brushed inside for added comfort.

• Sporty hooded sweater with zip front.
• Rib at sleeve and hem.
• Reflective piping.

5122 Sweatshirt

WORK Sweater

Chest pocket with zip and ID card holder. Straight hem with narrow ribbing at
bottom edge and cuffs.
Material: 60% cotton / 40% polyester with brushed inside, 280 g/m2.

Sporty hooded sweatshirt with front zip and contrast mesh lining. Rib at sleeve
and bottom hem. Reflective piping.
Material: 100% polyester, 230 g/m2

Art no: 65512293-6700 navy
Art no: 65512293-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65512293-9900 black
Sizes: XS–3XL

Art no: 652262032-523 petrol/yellow
Art no: 652262032-600 navy/orange (Also available i 3XL)
Art no: 652262032-900 black/grey
Sizes: XS-XXL
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5138

5601

FUNCTIONAL

technical

FLANNEL SHIRT

SHIRT cotton

• Genuine woven flannel ensures color accuracy.
• Plastic buttons with anti-scratch.

• Cotton shirt in ultra-comfortable fabric.
• Slim-line fit.
• Concealed buttons and zipped chest pockets.

5601 Shirt Cotton
Cotton shirt. Long sleeves. Button tab inside sleeves. Concealed buttons. Zipped
chest pockets. D-ring on chest.
Material: 100% cotton, 160g/m2.

5138 Flannel shirt
Genuine woven cotton flannel. Two breast pockets, left with pen compartment.
Material: 100% cotton, 160g/m2.

Art no: 65560117-6700 navy
Art no: 65560117-9700 graphite
Art no: 65560117-9900 black
Sizes: XS–3XL

Art no: 65513801-4163 red/petrol
Art no: 65513801-9830 dark grey/orange
Sizes: S–3XL

5157

FUNCTIONAL

5601

advanced

LINED FLANNEL SHIRT

FUNCTIONAL SHIRT

• Quilted lining that warms.
• Genuine woven flannel ensures color accuracy.
• Push buttons made of metal.

• Comfortable cotton-feel shirt in quick-drying functional fabric.
• Tab with button for rolling up sleeves.
• Concealed buttons and zipped chest pockets.

5601 Functional Shirt
5157 Lined Flannel Shirt
Quilt lined shirt with snaps. Two breast pockets, left with pen compartment.
Material: 100% cotton, 160g/m2.
Art no: 65515701-4163 red/petrol
Art no: 65515701-9830 dark grey/orange
Sizes: S-3XL

Shirt in quick drying functional fabric Long sleeves. Button tab inside sleeves.
Concealed buttons. Chest pockets.
Material: 100% polyester rip stop, 125g/m2.
Art no: 65560142-1300
Art no: 65560142-6700
Art no: 65560142-9700
Art no: 65560142-9900
Sizes: XS–3XL

sand
navy
graphite
black
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5577

advanced

next to skin t-shirt

N EWS!

• Form knitted T-shirt with a minimal number of seams.
• Compression function that increases blood flow and
provides support.
• 4-way stretch for perfect fit and comfort.
• Moisture transportation make T-shirt optimized for
Layer 1 garments.

NYH ET
N EW!

5577 T-shirt Next to Skin
4-way stretch with compression feature allows increased blood flow and perfect
fit. Moisture-wicking and breathable. Easy-care and fast-drying.
Material: 60% Polyamide / 22% Polyester / 8% Elastane
Art no: 65557751-9899 dark grey/black
Sizes: S-XXL

2577

advanced

next to skin briefs

NEXT TO SKIN

106

• Form knitted briefs with a minimal number of seams.
• Compression function that increases blood flow and
provides support.
• 4-way stretch for perfect fit and comfort.
• Moisture transportation make briefs optimized for
Layer 1 garments.

2577 Briefs Next to Skin
4-way stretch with compression feature allows increased blood flow and perfect
fit. Moisture-wicking and breathable. Easy-care and fast-drying.
Material: 60% Polyamide / 22% Polyester / 8% Elastane

T-shirt Next to Skin 5577 // page 107
Briefs Next to Skin 2577 // page 107

Art no: 65257751-9899 dark grey/black
Sizes: S-XL

N EWS!
NYH ET
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5595

advanced

t-shirt merino wool

N EWS!

• Merino wool keeps you warm and comfortable.
• Panels with polyester increase moisture transport.
• Antibacterial effect reduces odour.

NYH ET
N EW!

Layer up!

1

The first layer should
transport humidity out
to the next layer; ideally,
technical underwear made
from synthetic materials.

5596

2

advanced

SWEATER MERINO WOOL
• Merino wool keeps you warm and comfortable.
• Panels with polyester increase moisture transport.
• Antibacterial effect reduces odour.

The mid-layer should
be insulating fleece, soft
shell or furry material.
Jobman’s microfleece
garments are extremely
comfortable and ideal
middle layers.

3

The third layer should be
wind-proof and waterrepellent to protect you, but must
be able to breathe and allow
humidity from the first two
layers to evaporate.

N EWS!
NYH ET

5595 T-shirt Dry-tech Merino Wool
Insulating Merino wool and panels with moisture-wicking polyester. Antibacterial
effect. Seams and printed labels that do not irritate skin. Washable at 40°C.
Material: 60% merino wool/40% wicking polyester, 130g/m2
Art no: 65559551-9899 dark grey/black
Sizes: S-3XL

2596

advanced

LONG JOHNS MERINO WOOL
• Merino wool keeps you warm and comfortable.
• Panels with polyester increase moisture transport.
• Antibacterial effect reduces odour.

N EW!

5596 Sweater Dry-Tech Merino Wool
Shirt with collar and soft short zipper. Insulating Merino wool and panels with
moisture-wicking polyester. Antibacterial effect. Seams and printed labels that
do not irritate skin. Washable at 40°C.
Material: 60% merino wool/40% wicking polyester, 130g/m2
Art no: 65559651-9899 dark grey/black
Sizes: S-3XL

2596 Long Johns Dry-Tech Merino Wool
Insulating Merino wool and panels with moisture-wicking polyester. Antibacterial
effect. Seams and printed labels that do not irritate skin. Washable at 40°C.
Material: 60% merino wool/40% wicking polyester, 130g/m2
Art no: 65259651-9899 dark grey/black
Sizes: S-3XL

N EWS!
NYH ET
N EW!
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5532

5531

advanced

UNDERWEAR POLO

UNDERWEAR TOP

• Polypropylene transports moisture 40 times better than
polyester.
• Polypropylene absorbs only 0.01% moisture.
• The material captures a large air column and insulates
better.
• A snugly fit to the body increases moisture transport.
• The garments don’t smell and can withstand washing at
85°C, required to kill bacteria.
• Polypropylene dries 3 times faster than polyester.

• Polypropylene transports moisture 40 times better than
polyester.
• Polypropylene absorbs only 0.01% moisture.
• The material captures a large air column and insulates
better.
• A snugly fit to the body increases moisture transport.
• The garments don’t smell and can withstand washing at
85°C, required to kill bacteria.
• Polypropylene dries 3 times faster than polyester.

5532 Underwear Polo Neck

2531

advanced

5531 Underwear Top, Round Neck

Polo neck with side zip that doesn’t chafe the neck and an extended back.
Flatlock seams for top comfort.
Material: 100% polypropylene, 260 g/m2.

Round neck and extended back. Flatlock seams for top comfort.
Material: 100% polypropylene, 260 g/m2.

Art no: 65553259-9900 black
Sizes: XS-3XL

Art no: 65553159-9900 black
Sizes: XS-3XL

6579

technical

LONG JOHNS

UNDERWEAR

• Polypropylene transports moisture 40 times better than
polyester.
• Polypropylene absorbs only 0.01% moisture.
• The material captures a large air column and insulates
better.
• A snugly fit to the body increases moisture transport.
• The garments don’t smell and can withstand washing at
85°C, required to kill bacteria.
• Polypropylene dries 3 times faster than polyester.

When applying the layering principle, Dry-Tech fabric is ideal
as layer 1. It is built up from microfibres that wick sweat
away from the body and spread it over a wider surface area.
The microscopic sweat particles then evaporate extremely
quickly, keeping you feeling fresh and dry all day long.

2531 Long Johns
Flatlock seams for top comfort.
Material: 100% polypropylene, 260 g/m2.
Art no: 65253159-9900 black
Sizes: XS-3XL

advanced

6579 Duo-pack Underwear
Top with extended back and polo neck with diagonal zip that doesn’t chafe the
neck. Long johns with Y-front. Elastic side panels.
Material: 70% polyester/30% viscose, 130 g/m2.
Art no: 65657951-9900 black
Sizes: XS–3XL
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1268

1270

advanced

SHELL JACKET

N EWS!

• Flexible shell jacket for all weathers.
• Excellent waterproofing, water column 10,000 mm.
• High breathability, 10,000 Mvp.

technical

SHELL JACKET
• Durable and waterproof polyamide.
• Water column: 10 000 mm
• Breathability: 6 500 Mvp

NYH ET
N EW!

1270 Shell Jacket

1268 Shell Jacket

Waterproof shell jacket in durable polyamide. Concealed hood with reflective
piping. Reflective piping on yoke. Chest pocket with ID card pouch. Napoleon
pocket on chest. Inside pockets with zipper and phone pocket. Large front pockets. Adjustable waist, hem and cuffs.
Material: 100% polyamide, 192g/m2
Water column: 10 000 mm. Breathability: 6 500 Mvp

Layer 3. Shell jacket in waterproof fabric with high breathability. Waterproof
zip. Ventilation opening on back. Microfleece on inside collar. Inner pocket with
zip. Foldable hood. Front pockets with zip. Rip-stop wear panels on forearms
and stomach. Extended back and drawstring hem. Adjustable sleeve with
Velcro®. Reflective piping on sleeves. Taped seams. Water column: 10.000 mm.
Breathability: 10.000 Mvp.
Material: 100% polyester, 130 g/m2.

Art no: 65127049-9900 black
Sizes: S-3XL

Art no: 65126837-9900 black
Sizes: XS-3XL

1262

advanced

2262

N EWS!
technical

SHELL JACKET

SHELL TROUSERS

• Shell jacket with maximum vapour transmission.
• Excellent waterproofing, water column 10,000 mm.
• High breathability, 13,000 Mvp.

• Durable and waterproof polyamide.
• Water column: 10 000 mm
• Breathability: 6 500 Mvp
• Prebent knees provides comfort.
• Knee pads can be fitted at two heights.

1262 Shell Jacket

2262 Shell Trousers

Layer 3. Shell jacket in a unique breathable fabric with maximum active moisture
vapour transmission. Ventilation openings under the arms that open for physically demanding work. Soft polyester on shoulders and inside collar. Double
inner pockets with phone pocket and zip. Removable hood. ID card holder in
chest pocket. Front pockets with fleece inside. Extended back and drawstring
hem. Dark reflectors on shoulders visible when needed. Taped seams. Water
column: 10,000 mm. Breathability: 13,000 Mvp.
Material: 100% polyamide with PU-laminate, 165 g/m2.

Waterproof shell trousers in durable polyamide. Adjustable waist. Prolonged
back prevents cold drafts. Spacious front pockets. Ruler pocket with knife compartment. Pre-bent knees with knee pockets where kneepads can be positioned
at two heights. Reflective piping. Adjustable leg end and hook which can be
attached to the shoe laces. Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010
Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% polyamide, 192g/m2
Water column: 10 000 mm. Breathability: 6 500 Mvp

Art no: 65126249-9900 black
Sizes: XS–3XL

Art no: 65226249-9900 black
Sizes: S-3XL

NYH ET
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PILOT JACKet
functional

1357

1336

Flexible pilot jacket!

N EWS!
NYH ET

Comfortable pile
lining in collar

technical

Winter parka STAR
• Hardwearing STAR polyamide.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Quilt lining for flexibility and comfort.
• ID card pouch on chest.

N EW!

Chest and
arm pockets
with zips

1336 Winter Parka Star

Quilt lining
for flexibility

Quilt-lined lightweight parka made from durable, water repellent 100% STAR
polyamide. Concealed quilt-lined hood. Inside of collar is lined with soft fleecefur lining. Patch chest pockets with ID card pouch. Inside pockets with zipper
and phone pocket. Napoleon pocket on chest. Large front pockets. Rear glove
pocket. Adjustable waist, hem and cuffs with comfort cuff. Reinforcements in
Cordura®. Reflective piping on yoke.
Material: 100% STAR polyamide, 250g/m2
Art no: 65133607-9900 black
Sizes: S-3XL

1261

technical

WINTER JACKET
• Longer jacket with pile lining on top half for extra warmth.
• Quilted lining on bottom half and sleeves fo flexible comfort.
• Reinforced rip-stop wear panels on shoulders and forearms.
• Dark reflectors on shoulders visible when needed.

Available up to
size 5XL in black

1357 Pilot Jacket
Pilot jacket made from hard wearing polyester with comfortable quilt lining. Pile lining
in collar. Chest pocket with zip. Front pockets. Inside pocket. D-ring for ID-card holder.
Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m2.
Art no: 65135739-1000 white
Art no: 65135739-6700 navy
Art no: 65135739-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65135739-9900 black
Sizes: XS–XXXL (Black in XS-5XL)

• Winter jacket made from durable polyester.
• Quilted lining for flexibility and comfort.
• Elastic cuffs at the waist and sleeve ends.

1261 Winter Jacket
A slightly longer jacket with detachable hood. Pile lining combined with quilted
lining for warmth and ease of movement. Rip-stop wear panels on forearms and
shoulders. Dark reflective strips on shoulders. Zipped front pockets and chest
pocket with inset ID card pocket. Double inner pockets.
Material: 100% polyamide, 230 g/m2.
Art no: 65126144-9999 black
Sizes: XS-3XL
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WINTER CLOTHING

1316

1264

technical

technical

WINTER JACKET

vinter jacket

• Durable polyester with smooth quilted lining.
• Reinforced with Cordura® on yoke and hem.
• Reflective piping on yoke front and back.
• Chest pocket with ID-card pouch.

• Winter jacket in hardwearing polyester.
• Quilted lining for flexibility and comfort.
• Reflective piping on shoulders and sleeves for improved
visibility in the dark.

1316 Winter Jacket
Winter jacket made from durable polyester with smooth quilted lining. Reinforced
with Cordura® on yoke and hem. Chest pocket with zip and ID card pouch.
Spacious front pockets with zip. Double inside pockets. Elastic cuffs and adjustable waist. Reflective piping in yoke bottom.
Material: 100% polyamide, 220g/m2.

1264 Winter Jacket
Winter jacket in durable polyester with quilt lining which provides flexibility and
comfort. Reflective piping on shoulders and arms increases visibility. ID-card
holder and two inside pockets. Adjustable sleeves and waist.
Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m2.

Art no: 65131630-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65131630-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65131630-9998 black/ dark grey
Sizes: XS–3XL

7516

technical

Art no: 65126436-9900 black
Sizes: XS-4XL

1179

TECHNICAL

WINTER VEST

WINTER JACKET

• Durable polyester with smooth quilted lining.
• Reinforced with Cordura® on yoke and hem.
• Reflective piping on yoke front and back.
• Chest pocket with ID-card pouch.

• High visibility fabric on yoke and reflective strips on sleeves.
• Quilt lining in sleeves for flexibility.
• Pile lining in body for insulation.

7516 Winter Vest
Winter vest made from durable polyester with smooth quilted lining. Reinforced
with Cordura® on yoke and hem. Chest pocket with zip and ID card pouch.
Spacious front pockets with zip. Double inside pockets. Adjustable waist.
Reflective piping in yoke bottom.
Material: 100% polyamide, 220g/m2.
Art no: 65751630-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65751630-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65751630-9998 black/ dark grey
Sizes: S–3XL

1179 Winter Jacket
Pile lining on body, quilt lined sleeves. Right chest pocket with flap and phone
pocket. Left chest pocket with extra compartments. Hand warmer pockets under
chest pockets. Generous front pockets. Inside phone pocket. Double inner pockets. Extended back and adjustable waist and sleeves. Zip with storm flap extending to top of collar. High visibility fabric on yoke and reflective strips on arms.
Material: 100% cotton, 370g/m2. Pile and quilt lining.
Art no: 65117913-6721 navy/yellow
Art no: 65117913-9921 black/yellow
Sizes: S–XXXL
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2338

4360

advanced

technical

WINTER TROUSERS

WINTER OVERALLS

• Windproof and waterproof breathable fabric.
• A quilted lining makes the trousers flexible and light.
• Pre-bent knees for enhanced comfort.
• Zips up to the knees make them easier to get on and off.
• A wide range of sizes for the perfect fit.

• Overalls with a thick quilted lining and loads of functions.
• Reflective strips on legs and reflective piping on yoke.
• Detachable/tear-off padded hood.
• Reinforced sleeves, shoulders, seat and legs.
• Zip up to hips on legs make them easier to get on and off.
• Inside kneepad pockets.

4360 Winter overalls
Warmly lined with quilting on body and arms. Double inner pockets with mobile
phone pocket. Elasticated waist. Belt with buckle. Concealed stretch in back for
comfort. Soft poly jersey inside collar. Drawstring collar. Adjustable removable
padded hood. Yoke with reflective piping and adjustable shoulders. Reinforced
sleeves, yoke, shoulders and hood. Zipped sleeve pocket. Napoleon pocket with
zip inside front flap. Chest pockets with flap. Concealed zipped front pockets.
Back pockets with flap. Rule pocket. Zip up to hips on legs. Adjustable hems
with elastic and snap fasteners. Reflective strips. Internal kneepad pockets. Zip
for embroidery/printing.
Material: 100% polyester, 190 g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.

2338 Winter Trousers
Quilt lined trousers in wind and water-resistant breathable fabric. Pre-bent knees
with external knee pad pockets. Front pockets and back pockets. Leg pocket and
rule pocket with knife compartment. Dark reflective strips that are visible when
needed. Zips up to knees. Internal snow closure on hems.
Material: 100% polyamide, 125 g/m2. Lining in 100% polyester.
Art no: 65233843-9900 black
Sizes: C46-58, C148-154, D96-100

Art no: 65436032-9799 graphite/black
Sizes: S-3XL

2936

technical

WINTER TROUSERS STAR
• Hardwearing STAR polyamide.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Quilt lining for flexibility and comfort.
• Prebent knees provides comfort.
• Knee pads can be fitted at two heights.

N EWS!
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4445

FUNCTIONAL

WINTER OVERALLS
• Lightweight quilt lining for flexibility.
• Polyester with PU-coated inside for water and wind
resistance.
• Zip up to hips on legs make them easier to get on and off.
• Reflective strips on legs and internal kneepad pockets.

2936 Winter Trousers Star
Quilt-lined lightweight trousers made from durable, water repellent 100% STAR
polyamide. Adjustable waist. Extended back prevents cold drafts. Spacious
front pockets. Reinforced back pockets. Leg pocket with ID card compartment
and phone compartment. Ruler pocket with knife compartment. Pre-bent knees
with Cordura® knee pockets where kneepads can be positioned at two heights..
Adjustable ankle cuffs prevent cold drafts. Certified according to EN 14404:
2004 + A1: 2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944
and 9945.
Material: 100% STAR polyamide, 250g/m2
Art no: 65293607-9900 black
Sizes: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124

4445 Winter overalls
Two-way zip with storm flap up to collar. Breast pockets with flap. Napoleon
pocket under storm flap. Side slant front pockets. Back pockets with flap. Inner
pocket with phone compartment. Elasticised waist. Internal knit cuff in sleeve
with thumb grip. Leg zip up to hip. Internal kneepad pockets. Reflective strips on
leg. Rubber-coated buttons.
Material: 100% polyurethane-backed polyester. Quilt lining.
Art no: 65444532-9900 black
Sizes: S-XXXL
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1565

2546

technical

1566

technical

RAINCOAT

RAINCOAT

• Hardwearing High-visibility raincoat.
• Also certified under the EU standard EN343, which
means that it is approved under the EU’s rules for
protection against rain.
• Sewn and welded seams.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN20471.

• Hardwearing High-visibility raincoat.
• Also certified under the EU standard EN343, which
means that it is approved under the EU’s rules for
protection against rain.
• Sewn and welded seams.
• Certified in Class 3 according to EN20471.

1565 Raincoat Hi-Vis

1566 Raincoat Hi-Vis

100 cm long in Large. Hood with cord. Adjustable sleeves. Sewn and welded
seams. Certified according to EN343.
Material: Polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471

80 cm long in Large. Hood with cord. Large front pockets. Adjustable sleeves
and waist. Sewn and welded seams. Certified according to EN343.
Material: Polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 3 EN20471

Art no: 65156558-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65156558-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S–XXL

Art no: 65156658-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65156658-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S–XXL

6535

technical

RAIN TROUSERS

RAINSUIT

• Hardwearing High-visibility rain trousers.
• Also certified under the EU standard EN343,
which means that it is approved under the EU’s
rules for protection against rain.
• Sewn and welded seams.
• Certified in Class 2 according to EN20471.

• The jersey fabric is tear-resistant, hardwearing and durable
with a stretch function for excellent ease of movement.
• The soft material also remains flexible even when it’s cold.
• Certified under the EU standard EN343, which means that it
is approved under the EU’s rules for protection against rain.

2546 Rain Trousers Hi-Vis

technical

6535 Rainsuit

Elasticated with drawstring at the waist. Adjustable legs. Sewn and welded seams.
Certified according to EN343 for rainwear.
Material: Polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471

Sewn and welded seams. Detachable hood with snap fasteners. Velcro cuffs. Front
pockets with flap. Adjustable elastic cord in hem. Reflective strips on shoulder and neck.
The trousers have an elasticated waist and pocket openings in the front with flaps for
easy access to the inside pockets.
Material: 100% Polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m2.

Art no: 65254658-2167 yellow/navy
Art no: 65254658-3167 orange/navy
Sizes: S–XXL

Art no: 65653558-6700 navy
Art no: 65653558-9900 black
Sizes: XS–3XL

WOMEN´S TROUSERS
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2201

TECHNICAL

women´s CRAFTSMAN
TROUSERS
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Polyamide-reinforced holster pockets, back pockets,
rule pocket and kneepad pockets.
• Kneepads can be fitted at two different heights.
• Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2
Level 1 together with kneepad 9943.
These trousers also come in a men’s version, 2200.

2201 Women’s Craftsman Trousers Cotton
Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments
and inside reinforcement. Patch front pockets that holster pockets tuck into.
Hammer loop. Back pockets with reinforced lining. Reinforced rule pocket
shifted forwards un-attached at bottom edge with knife button. Leg pocket with
phone compartment. Pre-bent knees with knee pockets in a hardwearing fabric.
Kneepads can be adjusted to two different levels.. Certified according to EN
14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with kneepad 9943, 9944 and
9945.
Material: 100% cotton, 370g/m2. Polyamide reinforcements.
Art no: 65220113-9900 black
Sizes: Women 34-48

WOMEN´S TROUSERS
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2272

TECHNICAL

WOMENS´s Craftsman
trousers star
• Made with JOBMAN’s new, strong and comfortable STAR
fabric, with a soft brushed inside, and durable and quick
drying properties.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be adjusted in two positions.
• Drawstring in leg ends stops draught.
• Certified in Hi-Vis class 2 according to EN20471.
These trousers also come in a Men´s version, 2222.

2272 Women’s Craftsman Trousers Star Hi-Vis

Flex jacket 5162 // page 90
Belt 9290 // page 135
Women’s Craftsman Trousers 2201 // page 123

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked away into the front pockets.
Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra belt loops in largest
sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket,
ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Prebent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets
in durable Cordura® and adjustable in two positions. Reinforced at ankle-cuff
with non-absorbing polyamide. Drawstring at ankle. Certified according to EN
14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9943,
9944 and 9945.
Material: 100% STAR polyester 250 g/m2.
High-visibility class: 2 EN20471
Art no: 65227207-2199 yellow/black
Sizes: Women 34-54
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2972

NYH ET

technical

N EW!

women´s CRAFTSMAN
trousers CORE
• Ring spun cotton/polyester is a fiber with the durability
of polyester and the comfort of cotton.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.
• Drawstring in leg ends stops draught.

WOMEN´S TROUSERS 125

5177

advanced

women´s FUNCTIONAL
hoodie
• Functional fabric.
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement.
• Fleece inside for insulation.
• Practical pockets and adjustable hood and hem.

2972 Women’s Craftsman Trousers Core
Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes.
Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zipper, phone pocket, ID-card
pocket and extra pocket. Pre bent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable Cordura® with reflective piping. Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.
Reinforced with non-absorbing polyamide with Reflective piping and drawstring
at ankle. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.
Material: 55% cotton/45% polyester 305 g/m2.

5177 Women’s Functional Hoodie
Hoodie in functional fabric with fleece inside. Front zip with storm flap. Adjustable
hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. Zipped chest pocket with phone compartment. Zipped side pockets. Large open inner pockets. Adjustable drawstring
hem.
Material: 100% polyester, 325g/m2.
Art no: 65517753-1000 white (In stock september 2017)
Art no: 65517753-9832 dark grey/orange
Art no: 65517753-9941 black/red
Sizes: S–XXL

Art no: 65297219-9999 black
Sizes: Women 34-52

N EWS!
2872

FUNCTIONAL

women´s CRAFTSMAN
TROUSERS fast dry
• Fast Dry Polyamide. Soft, comfortable and quick drying
material with high durability.
• Holster pockets
• Pre bent knees for optimal fit.
• Kneepads are adjustable in two positions.
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2311

FUNCTIONAL

Women´s SERVICE
TROUSERS
• Easy care polyester/cotton.
• Prebent knees for increased comfort.
• Leg pocket with zip.
These trousers also come in a men’s version, 2310.

2872 Women’s Craftsman Trousers Fast Dry
Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Rubberbutton to
minimize ripping. Backpockets with reinforced inside. Hammerloop. Extra belt
loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knifebutton. Leg pocket with zip, phone
pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre bent knees for optimal fit. Knee
pockets in durable polyamide with reflective piping and adjustable in two positions. Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945,
Material: 100% polyamide 200 g/m2.
Art no: 65287206-9999 black
Sizes: Women 34-52

2311 Women’s Service Trousers
Front jeans pocket with coin pocket. Back patch pockets. Leg pocket with zip,
phone pocket and extra compartments. Pre-bent knees. Front D-ring for keys,
etc.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 265g/m2.
Art no: 65231129-9700 graphite
Art no: 65231129-9900 black		
Sizes: Women 34-50 (+5 cm turn-up)
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FUNCTIONAL

women´s SERVICE
TROUSERS

N EW!

• Service trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Inset front pockets and back patch pockets.
• Internal kneepad pockets.
• Suitable for light industrial work and service jobs such
as retail and warehouse work.

2720

FUNCTIONAL

women´s SERVICE
CHINOS
• Durable and easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Comfortable, easy-wear stretch-function fabric.
• Pre-bent knees enhance comfort.
• Can be washed at 85°C.

These trousers also come in men’s sizes. See page 67

2305 Women’s Service Trousers

2720 Women’s Service Chinos

Hip pocket for phone. Slanted front pockets. Back patch pockets, right with flap.
Leg pocket with flap. Leg pocket with ruler compartment. Internal knee pockets.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2.

Trousers in durable, easy-care polyester/cotton with stretch function. Spacious
front pockets with coin pocket and slanted back pockets. Rubber button reduces
risk of scratches. Pre-bent knees. Can be washed at 85°C.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 250g/m2

Art no: 65230523-6600 navy
Art no: 65230523-9700 graphite
Art no: 65230523-9900 black
Sizes: Women 34–50

2308

FUNCTIONAL

Art no: 65272005-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65272005-9900 black
Sizes: Womens 34-54 (+5 cm turn-up)
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2721

FUNCTIONAL

women´s SERVICE
TROUSERS

women´s TRANSPORT
TROUSERS

• Stylish service trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Inset front pockets and back pockets.
• No kneepad pockets.
• Suitable for light industrial work and service jobs such as
retail and warehouse work.

• Durable and easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Comfortable, easy-wear stretch-function fabric.
• Prebent knees provides comfort.
• Can be washed at 85°C.

These trousers also come in men’s version, 2307.

2308 Women’s Service Trouser
Slanted front pockets. Inset back pockets. Leg pocket with extra compartment.
Leg pocket with flap and phone compartment.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 260g/m2.
Art no: 65230823-6700 navy
Art no: 65230823-9700 graphite
Art no: 65230823-9900 black		
Sizes: Women 32-50

2721 Women’s Transport Trousers
Trousers in durable, easy-care polyester/cotton with stretch function. Slanted
front pockets and back pockets. Front pocket with phone pocket and extra
compartment. Leg pocket with flap and extra compartment. Pre-bent knees.
Reflectives at legs. Can be washed at 85°C.
Material: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 250g/m2
Art no: 65272105-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65272105-9900 black
Sizes: Womens 34-54 (+5 cm turn-up)
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128

2-level pockets in
Jobman’s trousers

9943

Take care of
your knees!
Times kneeling during a
work day

FUNCTIONAL

9944

technical

KNEEPADS

KNEEPADS

9943 Kneepads

9944 Kneepads

EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) towards knee for best shock absorption. Tougher
exterior for increased durability and lifetime. Pre bent for improved fit and
comfort. Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010, Type 2, Level 1,
together with most Jobman trousers.
Material: 100% EVA, Ethylene Vinyl Acetate.

EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) towards knee for best shock absorption. Tougher
exterior for increased durability and lifetime. Pre bent for improved fit and
comfort. Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010, Type 2, Level 1,
together with most Jobman trousers.
Material: 100% EVA, Ethylene Vinyl Acetate.

Art no: 65994384-3099 orange/black

Art no: 65994484-9799 graphite/black

HIGH FREQUENCY ON KNEES
JOBMAN ADVANCED KNEEPAD
MEDIUM FREQUENCY ON KNEES
JOBMAN TECHNICAL KNEEPAD
LOW FREQUENCY ON KNEES
JOBMAN FUNCTIONAL KNEEPAD

Time on knees

9945

Choose the right kneepads!
Functional

Välj rätt knäskydd!
Light weight kneepads for workers on

the move who occasionally need to
Jobman Advanced knäskydd är framtagna
use
knee
för att
klaraprotection.
flera timmars arbete på knä

utan att tappa formen. Ett hållbart knäskydd
dag in och dag ut.

Technical

Advanced

Knee protection for frequent users who
do work kneeling down but not all day.

Knee protection developed to keep
their protective qualities for hours
Jobman Funktional knäskydden är lätta och
on
endsig
with
compression.
lämpar
förminimum
dig som jobbar
rörligt och
Kneepads
for inte
heavy
huvudsakligen
står users
på knä.who require
maximum protection all day.

Jobman Technical knäskydd är för dig som
ibland arbetar längre perioder på knä men
också går och står mycket i jobbet.

advanced

9947

advanced

KNEEPADS

KNEEPADS

9945 Kneepads

9947 Kneepads

EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) towards knee for best shock absorption. Tougher
exterior for increased durability and lifetime. Pre bent for improved fit and
comfort. Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010, Type 2, Level 1,
together with Jobman trousers
Material: 100% EVA/Rubber+PE, Ethylene Vinyl Acetate.

Superior comfort level for all day. Patented leaf spring technology spreads
weight. Unique cushioning reduces both knee and back pain. 100% recovery
to original shape.
Material: 100% TPE, Thermo Plastic Elastomer.

Art no: 65994584-1099 white/black

Art no: 65994784-3098 orange/dark grey
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2576

technical

9594

DRY-TECH BRIEFS

advanced

COMPRESSION SOCKS

• Dry-tech wicking transportation.
• Charcoal Bamboo anti-bacterial effect.
• Non-itching seams.

• Compression for full day’s work (12-20 mmHg).
• Reinforced heel.
• Ant-friction sole to prevent blisters.

N EWS!
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2576 Briefs Dry-tech Bamboo
Briefs in light Dry-tech polyester for the ventilation and Charcoal Bamboo for the
anti-bacterial effect. Flexible stretch. Non-itching seams.
Material: 50% Wicking Polyester / 50% Bamboo Charcoal Polyester,
60% Polyester / 40% Wicking Polyester
Art no: 65257651-6799 navy/black
Art no: 65257651-9899 dark grey/black
Art no: 65257651-9998 black/dark grey
Sizes: XS-3XL

2578

FUNCTIONAL

N EWS!

9594 Compression Socks
Compression of the whole day’s work (12-20 mmHg). Reinforced in the heel.
Anti-friction sole to prevent blisters.
Material: 63% polyamide/34% polytetrafluorethylene/3% elastane

NYH ET

Art no: 65959486-3099 orange/black
Sizes: 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

N EW!

cotton briefs
• Comfortable cotton with 5% spandex for flexible stretch.

9595
2578 Briefs Cotton
Briefs in comfortable cotton with 5% for flexible stretch. Non-itching seams.
Material: 95% cotton/5% Spandex 180 g/m2.
Art no: 65257805-9800 dark grey
Art no: 65257805-9900 black
Sizes: XS-3XL

functional

9592

technical

9591

advanced

2-PACK SOCKS

SOCKS

WOOL SOCKS

9595 2-pack socks

9592 Coolmax Socks

9591 Wool Socks

Allround socks. Only sold in 2-pack.
Material: 80% cotton/18% polyamide/2% elastane

Cooling sock with soft feel on foot..
Material: 72% polyester/27% polyamide/1% elastane

Warm socks with soft feel on foot. Reinforced heel.
Material: 50% wool/49% polyamide/1% elastane.

Art no: 65959586-9900 black
Sizes: 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

Art no: 65959286-9900 black
Sizes: 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

Art no: 65959185-9899 gray/black
Sizes: 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

®
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Beanies

8394

9690

technical

Beanies 133

8393

advanced

8376

functional

BEANIE

BANDANA MERINO WOOL

BEANIE

BEANIE

8394 Beanie

9690 Bandana Merino Wool

8393 Beanie

8376 Beanie

Warm knitted beanie with ribbing & Jobman Logo.
Material: 70% acrylic / 30% wool.

Warm and insulating collar with many uses such as scarves, collar, chimney
cap. Reflecting details.
Material: 70% merino wool/30% viscose

Beanie with Jobman logo.
Material: 70% acrylic / 30% wool.

Art no: 65969083-9800 dark grey
Size: One size

Size: One size

Art no: 65839483-9899 dark grey/black
Size: One size

functional

N EWS!

Lined high visibility beanie in yellow with knitted reflectives.
Material: 70% akryl / 30% wool, fleece lining.
Art no: 65837683-2100 yellow
Size: One size

Art no: 65839383-3099 orange/black
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9045

functional

9047

technical

8364

functional

8391

functional

9691

9050

technical

BEANIE

BEANIE

BEANIE

BEANIE

HELMET BEANIE

9045 Durable Beanie

9047 Wool Beanie

8364 Beanie

8391 Beanie

9691 Helmet Beanie Coolmax

Knitted beanie.
Material: 100% acrylic

Knitted beanie with windproof membrane.
Material: 100% wool

Knitted beanie.
Material: 50% acrylic / 50% wool.

Beanie with fleece lining.
Material: 70% acrylic/30% wool.

Art no: 65904583-9900 black
Size: One size

Art no: 65904783-9900 black
Size: One size

Art no: 65836483-1710 brown/wfite
Size: One size

Art no: 65839183-9899 gray/black
Art no: 65839183-9930 black/orange
Size: One size

Helmet beanie with a tight fit in Coolmax® fabric that wicks
away moisture. Machine washable.
Material: 100% polyester Coolmax®
Art no: 65969183-9900 black
Sizes: One size

functional

HELMET HOOD
®

9050 Helmet Hood
One size. Flannel lining
Material: 100% cotton
Art no: 65905083-9900 black
Size: One size
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9283
9490

9491

technical

technical

nail pocket

holster pocket

9490 Nail Pocket

9491 Holster Pocket

Insert pocket that is inserted into a holster pocket. Drawstring
at the top. Reversible. Suitable for nails, screws, etc.
Material: 100% polyamide Cordura®

Holster pocket which can be attached to your belt. Useful
if trousers do not have fixed holster pockets or if you for
example want an extra at back.
Material: 100% polyamide Cordura®

Art no: 65949083-9900 black
Size: One size

9011

technical

functional

9280

functional

functional

9915

functional

technical

BELT

BELT

BELT

9283 Retro Belt

9280 Stretch Belt

9282 Stretch Belt ”No scratch”

Belt made of polypropylene with metal buckle.
Material: 100% polypropylene.

Max. length 130 cm. Stretch feature for extra comfort.

Art no: 65928384-3099 orange/black
Sizes: 90 cm, 120 cm

Stretch feature for extra comfort. Plastic buckle reduces the
risk of scratches.
Material: 100% polyester

Art no: 65928084-9900 black
Size: One size

Material: 100% polyester

Art no: 65949183-9900 black
Size: One size

9916

9282

9275

functional

9306

functional

Art no: 65928284-3000
Art no: 65928284-6700
Art no: 65928284-9800
Art no: 65928284-9900
Sizes: 90 cm, 120 cm

9290

orange
navy
dark grey
black

functional

BRACES

ID-CARD HOLDER

ID-CARD POCKET

BELT

BELT

BELT

9011 Braces

9916 ID-card Holder

9915 ID-card Pocket

Braces with clips. Elastic. Adjustable length.
Material: 70% polyester/30% elastane

Easy to insert and remove card.
Material: Plastic.

Attaches to belt or a button.
Material: 100% polyester

9275 Belt

9306 Leather Belt

9290 Belt

Max. length 130 cm.
Material: 100% polyester

Leather belt with two-pin metal buckle.
Material: 100% leather.

Max. length 130 cm. Bottle opener in buckle. Jobman-print.
Material: 100% polyester

Art no: 65901184-9900 Black
Size: One size

Art no: 65991684-9900 black
Size: One size

Art no: 65991584-9900 black
Size: One size

Art no: 65927584-9900 black
Size: One size

Art no: 65930684-9900 black
Sizes: 90 cm, 120 cm

Art no: 65929084-9910 black/white
Size: One size
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Symbols

Washing
instructions
Washing

Detergent

All our garments have been tested and labeled with
appropriate laundry care instructions. If you follow the
instructions your workwear will stay crisp and neat
much longer. Always sort your laundry according to
washing temperature and color. If a garment is marked
”Wash separately” or ”Wash with similar colours” it
means that the garment could contain excess colour
that could colour or stain other garments, especially in
light colours. Some dark fabrics can retain residuals
of dye and should therefore be washed separately a
few times. All dyed materials should be washed in hot
water, as hot as the fabric can take. Low temperature
can be the cause of fading.

Always use detergent intended for coloured garments
and follow the dosage instructions on the detergent
packet carefully. Don’t use detergent that contains
bleach (e.g. perborates, percarbonate and sodium
hypochlorite). Always use detergent designed for the
washing temperature stated in the garment’s washing
instructions. Avoid using fabric softener.

Prewash
Today’s modern detergents means there’s often no
need for a prewash. If the garment has hard to remove
stains, it may be worth using a stain removal agent that
is sprayed on before washing instead.

Drying
Hang up or tumble dry? It is best to dry almost all garments by hanging them up. Shake the garment, pull
out the seams and hang it up. If you do tumble dry it,
make sure not to dry the garment completely. Most of
the shrinkage and the highest amount of wear from
tumble drying happens when the garment is almost dry.

Oeko-Tex

High-visibility class

Layering

Oeko-Tex is an internationally defined
standard based on a voluntary undertaking. To obtain a certificate, the
entire manufacturing process and all
the parts of a garment must comply
with stringent human-environmental
requirements.

Garments are divided into classes depending on their visibility.
Classification is mainly dependent on
its conspicuity: the garment’s fluorescent area and retro-reflective surface.

In cold weather it is important to
wear layers of clothing to keep warm.
Practical layers you can add or take
off are especially important when
moving between warm and cold
spaces.

With Jobman Work-wear you can be
sure that you will not be exposed to
chemicals that may damage your
health. Many of our garments are
Oeko-Tex certified, which guarantees
that they do not contain substances
that may be hazardous for the wearer
on skin contact.

Water temperature
in Celsius

Do not dry clean

Dry clean only

Do not tumble dry

Iron at max. 150°C/302F

Do not chlorine bleach

Tumble dry at lower
temperature
(max 60°C/140F)

Iron at max. 200°C/392F

Cannot withstand dry
cleaning fluid stronger
than tetrachloroethylene

Tumble dry at higher
temperature
(max 80°C/176F)

Iron at max. 110°C/230F

Class 2: The total fluorescent area
must be at least 0.5 m2 and reflective
strips 0.13 m2.
Class 1: The lowest class. The total
fluorescent area must be at least 0.14
m2 and reflective strips 0.1 m2.

EN ISO 20471

2.The middle layer should be insulating fleece, soft shell or furry material. Jobman’s microfleece garments
are extremely comfortable and ideal
middle layers.
3. The third layer should be windproof and water-repellent to protect
you, but must be able to breathe,
allow humidity from the first two layers to evaporate.

This certification means that the
material and the design of the garment protect against edge ignition
and flame spread, it doesn’t melt. It
can also withstand heat according to
the test standards, preventing burns.

Kneepads
Certified to: EN 14404: 2004 + A1:
2010, Type 2, Level 1 together with
Jobman kneepads art no: 9943, 9944
and 9945.

EN 14404

Rain
EN ISO 11612

EN ISO 11611

All Jobman’s rainwear is certified
according to the EU norm EN343, the
bad weather certificate.

Dry-tech
Read more about Dry-tech on page 9.

NEW SYMBOL 2016

Read more about Jobmans layers on
page 12.

Breathable

EN 343

For washing instructions for each garment, see inside each garment or visit our website
www.jobman.se

EN 471

1. The first layer should transport
humidity out to the next layer; ideally,
technical underwear of man-made
materials.

Flameproof
100% cotton with flame-retardant
treatment. CE-certified, tested and
approved under EN11611 and
EN11612.

What do the laundry care symbols say?

Class 3: Highest class. The total fluorescent area must be at least 0.8 m2
and reflective strips 0.2 m2.

The symbol shows that the fabric is
windproof, waterproof and breathable.
For optimum comfort at work, it is
important that the body maintains an
even temperature and remains dry. A
shell garment lets the body breathe
and lets out excess moisture that
would otherwise have a cooling effect.
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Choose the
right size

Men’s sizes
XS
Normal

C40

C42

S
C44

C46

M
C48

C50

L
C52

C54

XL
C56

C58

2XL
C60

C62

A Chest

80

84

88

92

96

100

104

108

112

116

120

124

128

132

68

72

76

80

84

88

92

97

102

108

114

120

126

132

C Hipp

86

90

94

98

102

106

110

114

118

122

126

130

134

138

D Inside leg

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

84

85

85

86

86

28/30

30/31

31/31

33/31

35/32

36/32

38/33

40/33

43/33

45/33

47/33

50/34

52/34

Size conversion to inches: 27/30

Short

D84

D88

D92

D96

D100

D104

D108

D112

D116

D120

D124

This is how to get the right size:

A Chest

84

88

92

96

100

104

108

112

116

120

124

B Waist

78

82

86

90

94

98

103

108

114

120

126

C Hipp

92

96

100

104

108

112

116

120

124

128

132

D Inside leg

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

78

79

79

Size conversion to inches

31/28

32/28

34/29

35/29

37/30

39/30

41/30

43/31

45/31

47/31

50/31

C144

C146

C148

C150

C152

C154

C156

Long
Chest
Measure the circumference over
the chest/bust at
the widest part
around your torso.

C66

B Waist

The best way to find the right size of a garment is obviously by trying it on. When trying is not
an option you should take your measurements and compare them to the size charts we provide.

Take your measurements wearing tight underwear
and keep the measuring tape close to your body
without pulling the measuring tape too tight.

3XL
C64

A Chest

88

92

96

100

104

108

112

B Waist

76

80

84

88

92

97

102

C Hipp

94

98

102

106

110

114

118

D Inside leg

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

Size conversion to inches:

30/33

31/33

33/33

35/34

36/34

38/35

40/35

A

Men’s Sizes:Trousers 2409

B
Waist
Measure the circumference at the same
level as your bellybutton or at the
narrowest part.

C

Seat
Measure the
circumference at
the widest part
around your seat.

Pictogram
All CE marked garments carry
a label on the inside with a
pictogram of the corresponding
body measurements. This
makes it easy to find the right
size for you.
Example:

Wide

F124

F128

F132

F136

F140

A Chest

124

128

132

136

140

B Waist

131

137

143

149

155

C Hipp

137

141

145

149

153

D Inside leg

80

80

81

81

81

Size conversion to inches:

52/31

54/31

56/32

59/32

61/32

Women’s sizes
XS
A Chest

M

XL

L

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

76

80

84

88

92

96

100

104

108

112

B Waist

60

64

68

72

76

80

84

88

92

96

C Hipp

84

88

92

96

100

104

108

112

117

122

D Inside leg

78

Size conversion to inches: 24/31
Inseam
Measure from the crotch
down to the sole of your
foot. Make sure the tape
is straight.

S

32

79

79

79

80

80

80

80

81

81

25/31

27/31

28/31

30/31

31/31

33/31

35/31

36/32

38/32

NOTE: The measurements correspond to your body measurements except for the inseam,
the length of the garment. (inside leg, crotch to ankle).
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Code of Conduct

Oeko-Tex

Our Code of Conduct

Commitment

Are your clothes toxic?

The membership of Business Social Compliance
Initiative (BSCI) is more than just placing requirements
on our suppliers. It also imposes requirements on us.
New Wave Group has a commitment to BSCI to engage a proportion of our suppliers in external inspections
by third party-auditors. As a result, New Wave Group is
working with both internal and external audits.

Many clothing manufacturers use large amounts
of chemicals in the production of their garments, in
processes designed to enhance the look of their clothes. In many cases, these chemicals, colour additives, bleaches etc. are harmful, create allergies and
may even be carcinogenic. When you wear Jobman
Workwear you can be sure that you are not exposed
to chemicals that can damage your health. Almost all
Jobman garments are Oeko-Tex certified, which provides a guarantee that the garments do not contain substances that can be harmful to the skin of the wearer.

New Wave Group has adopted the BSCI (Business
Social Compliance Initiative) Code of Conduct. It contains requirements on minimum wage, working hours,
5 1/2 ÅR
theINOM
prohibition
of child labour and other requirements
from
the
ILO
Conventions
and the UN Declaration
+ 2 år
of Human Rights. The Code of Conduct forms the
2/3 visar
“Good“ eller
basis
of what we expect from our suppliers when it
“Improvement
Needed“
comes to social and environmental responsibility. We
are members of BSCI which is a global initiative for
companies
committed to improve working conditions
2/3 av leverantörer
i riskländer
in the supply chain. Companies all over the world are
working together to address the common struggle of
ANDE
ebär inte enbart att New Wave Group ställer krav på
inadequate labour conditions in developing and newly
rantörer – det innebär också att det ställs krav på
ar ett åtagande gentemot
BSCI att låta ett visst antal
industrialized
countries. All members of BSCI are using
örer bli oberoende kontrollerade. För att New Wave
themåste
same
Code of Conduct, meaning that more than
a uppfylla sitt åtagande
leverantörerna
få ett tillräckligt bra resultat.
1,200 companies have adopted it. The harmonization
et baseras på inköpsvolym och den första tidsperioden
of2/3BSCI
to create transparency and precision
sig till år 2015. Då ska
av vår totala helps
inköpsvolym us
ha
ått en inspektion, varav minst 1/3 måste ha ett godkänt
in
what
we
expect
from suppliers.
(se bild)

g anses vara ett godkänt resultat – ”Good” och
ement Needed”. ”Good” innebär att det inte
ra eller väldigt få avikelser från BSCI:s checklista.
ement Needed” innebär att det finns avvikelser, men
a särskilt allvarliga. Checklistan innehåller över 100
och en inspektion kan ta flera dagar att färdigställa,
e på fabrikens storlek.

The environment
The New Wave Group recognizes how closely connected its business activities are to local and global
environmental issues. To this end, the Group is actively
engaged in “green management”, an effort to reduce
environmental threats through implementation of
business plans that incorporate environmental considerations. Specifically, the New Wave Group is developingplans for Transportation, Eco-friendly offices,
Packaging, Chemical use, and ‘Green’ production.

Oeko-Tex Standard 100
– The human environment standard.
Oeko-Tex is an exacting international standard, based
on a voluntary commitment. To obtain the certificate,
the entire manufacturing process and all parts of a
garment must meet the stringent environmental requirements.

Many of Jobman’s products are certified according to
Oeko-Tex Standard 100. This means that the product
does not contain substances that upon direct contact
can be harmful to humans. Of course, this has a positive impact on the global environmental issue.

Test criteria:
· Illegal substances such as carcinogenic colourants.
· Legally regulated substances such as formaldehyde,
plasticizers, heavy metals or pentachlorophenol.
· Substances which according to current knowledge
are harmful to health, but which are not yet regulated
or prohibited by law such as pesticides, allergenic
dyes or tin-organic compounds.
· Parameters such as colour fastness and a skinfriendly pH-value, which are precautionary measures
to safeguard consumer health.
For more information: www.oeko-tex.com
Generally the requirements of
Oeko-Tex Standard 100 are
considerably more stringent
than existing national
legislation.

ktion som gett betyget ”Good” är giltig i tre år. Om
ören får betyget ”Improvement Needed” så krävs en
ktion inom ett år. På den tiden ska vi hinna genomföra
ngar av de brister som hittades vid inspektionen.

näringsdrivet
r företag som
g för att förbättra
oren i den globala
skedjan.
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BSCI (Business Social
Compliance Initiative)

Accord on Fire and Building
Safety in Bangladesh

BSCI is a business driven initiative
for companies committed to improve
working conditions in the global
supply chain. Our Code of Conduct
has requirements on minimum wage,
working hours, the prohibition of child
labour and other important criteria.

The Accord is a binding agreement
designed to improve fire and building
safety for the textile industry in
Bangladesh. The Accord will include
inspections, fire safety training as
well as effective remediation and
renovations.

www.bsci-intl.org

www.bangladeshaccord.org

We invite you to find out more about
our work on sustainability, ethics and
the environment. More information
about New Wave and Jobman’s
Corporate Social Responsibility is
available in our CSR-folder, where
we highlight important activities,
achievements and our ambitions for
the future.
Please contact our customer services
or download CSR-folder from our
homepage:
http://www.nwg.se/en/aboutnewwave/csr.html

Clean Shipping Index

Textile Exchange

Kemikaliegruppen

The Clean Shipping Index aims
to ensure shipping companies
use cleaner vessels by ranking
the most highly-performing ships.
Transport buyers can use the
Clean Shipping Index to calculate
and minimize their environmental
footprint.

Textile Exchange is an international
non-profit organization working for
responsible expansion of the textile
industry and the organic cotton production.

The Chemicals Group has been
inaugurated by Swerea IVF, a world
leading research group with a key role
in the Swedish innovation system.
In this network we receive the most
updated information on chemical
legislations and developments.

www.cleanshippingindex.com

www.textileexchange.org

www.kemikaliegruppen.se
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Jobman sponsors the
Swedish national skills team
WorldSkills Sweden works to increase interest in and
to improve the status and quality of Swedish vocational
education.
WorldSkills Sweden is backed by a three-way partnership between the Confederation of Swedish Enterprise,
the Swedish Trade Union Confederation and the
State via the Ministry of Education and Research,
the Swedish National Agency for Education and the
International Programme Office for Education and
Training.

WorldSkills Sweden organizes the Swedish Skills
Championships as heats to select the Swedish national skills team, which competes in the World Skills
Competition and EuroSkills.
For further information: www.worldskills.se/english
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Sweden, head office

Finland

Norway

Jobman Workwear AB
Postadress: Box 2044
194 02 Upplands Väsby
Besöksadress: Jupitervägen 2A
194 43 Upplands Väsby
Tel. + 46 (0) 8 630 29 00
info@jobman.se
www.jobman.se

Oy Elfving Safety Ab
Niittytie 13
01300 Vantaa
Tel. +358 (0) 207599840
asiakaspalvelu@elfvingsafety.fi
www.elfvingsafety.fi

New Wave Norway AS
Bjørnstadmyra 4-6
1712 Grålum
Tel. +47 6914 3700
Fax. +47 6914 3755
post@jobman.no
www.jobman.no

Australia
Jobman Workwear Pty Ltd
Po.Box 391
Mt Martha, Vic 3934
Tel. +61 412211867
sales@jobmanworkwear.com.au
www.jobmanworkwear.com.au

Belgium
Delfan bvba
Kortrijksestraat, 96
8890 Dadizele
Tel. +32 (0) 56505706
Fax. +32 (0) 56505167
info@delfan.be
www.jobman.be

Denmark
Jysk Firmatøj Aps
Frederikshavnsvej 62
9800 Hjørring
Tel. +45 72170718
salg@jyf.dk
www.jyf.dk

France
Société Gehelle
21 avenue de Liège
94210 La Varenne Saint Hilaire
Tel. +33 (0) 155123960
digital@gehelle.com
www.gehelle.com

Iceland
KH Vinnuföt ehf
Tunguháls 10
110 Reykjavik
Tel. +354 577 1000
khvinnufot@khvinnufot.is
www.khvinnufot.is

Netherlands
New Wave Textiles
Reactorweg 201
3542 AD Utrecht
Tel. +31 (0) 30 208 30 30
info@newwavetextiles.nl
www.newwavesportswear.nl

Photography: Johan Annerfelt, Ingemar Lindewall
Product photography: Johan Annerfelt
Cover artwork: Petra Engström

Astley National
Renown Avenue
CV5 6UF, Coventry
Tel. +44 (0) 24 7685 4545
Fax. +44 (0) 24 7685 4515
sales@jobman.co.uk
www.jobman.co.uk

Germany
Jobman Workwear GmbH
Plankstrasse 17
D71691 Freiberg am Neckar
Tel +49 7141 141 4020
info@jobmanworkwear.de
www.jobmanworkwear.de

USA
JobWear Solutions Inc.
187 County Road 89
Ethelsville, AL. 35461
Tel. +1 8773597375
Fax. +1 8667091892
jobmanusa@gmail.com
www.jobmanusa.com
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